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<«««««««« STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE >»»»»»»»»
The Polls will be open from 10:00 am to 7:00 pm to act upon Articles 1 through 9. To
the inhabitants of the Town of Lyndeborough in the County of Hillsborough in said
State, qualified to vote in the Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at Center
Hall in said Lyndeborough on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March next at 10:00 of the
clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1 : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2 : Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot
voting on all issues before the Town of Lyndeborough? (The provisions of ordinance
were explained at the public hearing on Monday, February 24, 1997. The complete text
of RSA 40:13 is available for examination at the Town offices). (Warrant article by
petition).
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the Town will vote to modify the Town of Lyndeborough
Zoning Regulations by DELETING Article III, Section 307.4 paragraph D3 from the
Regulations. The present wording to be deleted reads as follows:
"The application for a permit for expansion shall be denied if, within 14 days after the
date of the public hearing on said application, letters are received from at least 40 percent
of the property owners notified pursuant to paragraph B of this section requesting
disapproval of said expanded home business. In the event there are less than 8 such
owners in total, a minimum of 3 letters from property owners shall be required for
disapproval. Said letters shall be addressed to the and received by the Planning Board
who shall make a determination as to the qualification of the sender under the guidelines
specified in paragraph B of this section."
The Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board both recommend deletion of this
paragraph as it is in conflict with State law. (Ballot vote required).
ARTICLE 4 : Article withdrawn by Planning Board.
ARTICLE 5 : To see if the town will vote to modify the Town of Lyndeborough
oning Regulations by ADDING the following section to Article III (General Provisions):
"H. Optional Method of development of large tracts of land which does not have the
required road frontage. Special approval of the Planning Board is required as this is an
exception to the established subdivision process."
Article III, General Provisions, Road Frontage
This is an optional method of development, not a required process of subdivision.
Any lot of record of 1/1/97 may be subdivided if the following criteria are met:
a. The average size of the subdivision lots shall not be less than 25 acres, with a
minimum size often acres.
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b. The lots shall be accessed by a private road constructed to meet the minimum
standards established in the Town of Lyndeborough Street and
Road Design Standards.
c. No further subdivisions would be permitted, unless adequate frontage were
provided on a Class 5 or better highway, with adequate frontage
determined according to the Zoning Ordinance.
This is recommended by the Planning Board. (Ballot vote required).
ARTICLE 6 : Article withdrawn by Planning Board.
ARTICLE 7 : Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town
of Lyndeborough, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for
a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $10,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80
years, $15,000; and for a person 80 years of age or older, $20,000. To qualify, the
person must have been a New Hampshire resident for 5 years, own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must
have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income
of not more than $13,400 or, if married, a combined net income of less than $20,400; and
own net assets not in excess of $35,000 (excluding the value of the person's residence).
Ballot vote required.
ARTICLE 8 : Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35 IV for an optional tax
credit on the taxes due on residential property for a service-connected total disability?
The optional disability tax credit is $1,400 rather than $700. (Warrant Article by
Petition). Ballot vote required.
ARTICLE 9 : Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28 V and VI for an optional
veterans exception and an expanded qualifying war service for veterans seeking the
exemption? The optional veterans exception is $100 rather than $50. (Warrant Article
by Petition). Ballot vote required.
The Balance of the Warrant to be taken up and voted upon on Saturday, March 15,
1997 at 10:00 in the morning at the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative Junior
Senior High School, Wilton, N.H.
ARTICLE 10 : To hear reports of all Town Officers, Agents, and Committees, and
take any action relative thereto.
ARTICLE 11 : To see if the Town will vote to accept the BUDGET of $695,000
(excluding articles 12 - 19) as prepared by the Budget Committee or make any alterations
thereto, so as to raise such sums of money to defray Town charges for the ensuing year
and make appropriation of the same.
ARTICLE 12 : To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purposes of REFURBISHMENT OF THE 1984
TANKER FIRE TRUCK and to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) to be placed in this fund. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.
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ARTICLE 13 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Six Thousand Dollars ($26,000) for the purchase of a POLICE VEHICLE; or
take any action relative thereto. The Budget Committee recommends this appropriation.
The Board of Selectmen do not recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 14 : To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purposes of a POLICE VEHICLE
REPLACEMENT and to raise and appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand Dollars
($11,000) to be placed in this fund. The Board of Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ARTICLE 15 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of
$124,700 for completion of the renovation of Citizens' Hall; of this amount $13,000 will
come from the Capital Reserve Fund previously established; $58,700 will come from the
Surplus Account; and $53,000 will be raised from new taxation; or to take any action
relative thereto. The Budget Committee and the Board of Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ARTICLE 16 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be added to the TOWN REVALUATION Capital
Reserve Fund previously established; or take any action relative thereto. The Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 17 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) to be added to the AMBULANCE VEHICLE
Capital Reserve Fund previously established; or take any action relative thereto. The
Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 18 : To see if the Town will vote to apppropriate the sum of Eighteen
Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($18,750) plus accumulated interest, for an
AMBULANCE for the Wilton-Lyndeborough Volunteer Ambulance & Rescue
Association (Lyndeborough's portion: 25%), and to raise such sum by withdrawal from
the Capital Reserve Fund established for this purpose; or take any action relative thereto.
The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 19 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($10*500) to be added to the TARBELL LIBRARY
EXPANSION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND previously established; or take any action
relative thereto. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation.
ARTICLE 20 : To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 202-A:4-d
authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money,
which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided, however, that no
acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed to bind the Town
or library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal property.
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ARTICLE 21 : To see if the Town will vote to rescind the full time position of police
chief as originally established in 1987 at the Town Meeting, or to take any action related
thereto. The Board of Selectmen recommend approval of this warrant article.
ARTICLE 22 : To see if the Town will vote to accept as a Town Class V road,
Broman Way, or to take any action related thereto. The Board of Selectmen recommend
approval of this warrant article.
ARTICLE 23 : To see if the Town will vote to approve the exchange of small areas
of land between the Town and the owners of Lot 3-70-8 at or near the cul-de-sac at the
end of Locust Lane. Such exchange by quitclaim deed will correct a condition wherin
the cul-de-sac is partially on private land. The Board of Selectmen recommend approval
of this warrant article.
ARTICLE 24 :
meeting.
To transact any other business that may legally come before said
Given under our hands and seal, this 12th day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred ninety-seven. (A true copy of Warrant Attest).
t$f£CT~
Arnold A. Byam, HI
Board of Selectmen
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Santa's annual visit to Lyndeborough
Fire Chief Zeke Harkleroad, Santa Claus, Lee & Bea Achorn







TOWN OF LYNDEBOROUGH MS-7 2-12-97
Page 1
ACCT# SOURCE OF REVENUE EST. ACT. EST. REV.
REV. REV. ENS. FSCL
PR. YR. '96 PR. YR. '96 YR'97
4000-86 Resident Tax 8,000 8,410 8,000
4000-88 Yield Tax 14,000 13,403 14,000
4000-89 Int./Pen.Fees 23,000 21,881 20,000
4000-91 Land Use Chg Tax 10,800 11,300
4000-93 Shared Revenue 20,090 48,723 20,090
4000-94 Hgwy Block Grant 61,592 61,592 71,199
4000-98 Fema/Grants/Reimb. 4,716
4000-99 Forest Land Reimb. 20 20 21
4001-08 MV Permits/Titles 125,000 138,700 125,000
4001-09 Dog Lic/Pen/Sum 3,100 2,838 2,500
4001-10 Fed Tax/Filing Fee... 800 732 700
4001-11 Building Permits 4,100 4,511 4,000
4001-12 Pistol Permits 300 405 300
4001-13 UCC/Pole Petitions 450 524 450
4001-14 Income From Dept. 1,400 1,885 1,000
4001-15 Rental/Town Bldg 300 220 300
4001-16 Planning/Zoning 500 611 500
4001-20 Int. on Deposits 9,500 9,874 8,000
4001-21 Sale of Municipal Prop. 100,000
4001-22 Contrib/Refunds 6,207 6,347 300
4001-23 CFNH Unemp. Return 667 7,660
4001-24 Trans, from CRF (Ambulance) JL o_ 18.750
289,826 344352 395,110
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION ACTUAL ACTUAL SELECT. BUDCOM
APPROP. EXPEND. RECOM. REC.ENS.
PR.YR PR. YR. APPROP. FSCL YR.
EXECUTIVE SALARY & EXPENSES
5001-01 Selectmen 3,600 3,600 4,200 4,200
5002-01 Moderator 250 250 300 300
5003-01 Admin.Exp / '97+ #5015 500 1,000 1,000
5004-01 Admin.Wages/"97+#5017 22,367 25,887 28,800 26,000
5005-01 Telephone/Fax 700 678 700 700
5006-01 NHMA Membership Dues 525 535 590 590
5007-01 Public Notices 200 154 200 200
5008-01 Postage 550 486 500 500
5009-01 Fax Machine/Install. 500 463
5010-01 Town Report 650 665 650 650
5011-01 OrT.Supplies/'97+Equip.Maint. 300 284 1,400 1,400
5012-01 Inventory 280 236 250 250
5013-01 Copier /'97+ #5011 400 422
5014-01 Equipment Maint./ '97+ #501
1
900 1,047
5015-01 Sem./Mile.Reimb./ '97+ #5003 300 300
5016-01 RSA's/Subscript. 400 483 500 500
5017-01 Maint.Town Records 1,000 895
5018-01 Policy & Procedures Manual L <L 3.000 3.000
33,423 36386 42,090 39,290
ELECT/REG/VITAL STAT.
5101-02 Town Clerk Salary 6,872 6,872 7,600 7,100
5102-02 Town Clerk Expense 900 762 900 900
5103-02 Deputy Clerk 1,545 422 1,545 1,545
5104-02 Elect/Reg/Vitals 2.400 2.116 1.000 1.000
11,717 10,172 11,045 10,545
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION ACTUAL ACTUAL SELECT. BUDCOM
Page 2 APPROP. EXPEND. RECOM. REC. ENS.
PR. YR '96 PR. YR. '96 APPROP '97 FSCL YR '97
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
5201-03 Tax Collector Salary 6,872 6,872 7,600 7,100
5202-03 Tax Collector Expense 2,250 1,622 2,250 2,250
5203-03 Treasurer Salary 8,000 8,000 9,500 8,240
5204-03 Auditor 4,500 3,649 4,500 4,500
5205-03 Assessor 4,800 4,758 5,100 5,100
5206-03 Trustee of Trust Funds 300 122 300 300
5207-03 Tax Bills & Warrant 2,280 2,066 2,280 2,280
5208-03 Treasurer Expense 1,300 1,022 1,300 1,300
5209-03 Telephone 350 305 350 350
5210-03 Assessor Expense 100 29_ 100 100
30,752 28,514 33,280 31,520
POLICE DEPARTMENT
5401-15 Wages 56,228 48,454 52,350 59,288
5402-15 Telephone 1,800 1,872 1,800 1,800
5403-15 Cruiser Maint. 4,000 4,067 3,000 3,883
5404-15 Office Expense 975 1,345 950 975
5405-15 Uniform Expense 750 996 750 1,000
5406-15 Training 600 347 1,400 1,684
5407-15 Radio & Radar Repair 750 366 500 500
5408-15 Dog Control 300 139 200 200
5409-15 Fuel 2,600 1,757 1,800 2,200
5410-15 Equipment 1,500 984 2,000 2,000
5411-15 Mileage Reimb. 50 50 50
5412-15 Pistol Permit Reimb. 300 300 300
5413-15 Evidence Security P_ 0_ 1000 1.000
69,853 60,328 66,100 74,880
FIRE DEPARTMENT
5501-16 Building Maint. 700 644 900 900
5502-16 Truck Maint/ ' 97+ #5503 3,200 2,455 4,200 4,200
5503-16 Vehicle Paint 2,000 1,942
5504-16 Radio Maint. 900 871 900 900
5505-16 Telephone 400 283 400 400
5506-16 Fuel /Propane 1,400 1,551 1,500 1,500
5507-16 Electric 650 612 700 700
5508-16 New Equipment 1,300 1,467 1,300 1,300
5509-16 Dues & Assoc. 150 145 150 150
5510-16 Forest Fire 400 371 400 400
5511-16 Training 1,700 1,589 1,500 1,500
5512-16 Gas & Diesel 700 462 700 700
5513-16 Equipment Repair 1,000 687 1,000 1,000
5514-16 Reimbursement 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000
5516-16 Clothes Cleaning 400 544 400 400
5517-16 Hazmat 547 547 547 547
5518-16 Schd. Equip. Repl. 11,700 12,550 8,700 8,700
5519-16 Dry Hydrants o_ o_ 500 500
34,147 33,721 30,797 30,797
HGWY PERSONNEL & MATERIAL COST
5601-23 Wages 80,500 79,669 82,580 82,580
5602-23 Equip. Hire 12,000 16,605 14,000 14,000
5603-23 Salt 17,500 24,699 17,500 17,500
5604-23 Hot/Cold Patch 500 500 500 500
5605-23 Sand 8,500 8,388 8,500 8,500
5606-23 Culverts 2.500 2.505 2,500 2.500








5704-24 Telephone & Pager
5705-24 Welding Supplies











5722-24 York Rake & Broom
GENERAL
6100-04 Cemeteries
6100-05 Center Hall Masnt.
6100-06 Citizens Hall Maint.
6100-07 Planning Board
6100-08 Legal Expenses
















6100-43 St. Joseph Serv.
6100-44 General Assist.
6100-49 Library
6100-50 Park & Recreation
6100-51 Patriotic Purposes
6100-52 Conservation Comm.
6100-55 Princ: LTN & Bonds
6100-56 Int: LTN & Bonds
6100-57 Int: TAN





6100-74 Hartford Life & Accd.
6100-75 FICA
ACTUAL ACTUAL SELECT. BUDCOM
APPROP. EXPEND. RECOM. REC. ENS.
PR.YR PR. YR. APPROP. FSCL YR.
6,000 7,988 6,000 6,000
2,000 1,872 2,000 2,000
1,250 1,922 1,750 1,750
850 635 850 850
350 567 400 400
400 424 400 400
3,000 2,717 3,000 3,000
200 198 200 200
2,000 1,958 2,500 2,500
1,200 1,095 1,200 1,200
7,000 11,533 10,000 10,000
250 250
4,500 4,500
1,000 1,009 1,000 1,000
150 81 150 150
600 572 600 600
750 7J9_ 750 750
26,750 33,289 35,550 35,550
2,375 2,375 2,400 2,400
2,000 2,435 3,000 3,000
5,000 8,142 8,000 8,000
1,800 1,050 1,800 4,300
5,000 27,914 5,000 5,000
924 924 881 881
600 204 600 600
700 700 700 700
1 1 1
2,500 2,505 3,000 3,000
13,485 13,250 13,345 13,345
2,200 1,942 2,200 2,200
2,800 2,748 2,800 2,800
35,000 34,784 35,000 35,000
61,592 61,592 71,199 71,199
30,511 30,510 37,000 37,000
1,758 1,758 1,610 1,610
14,200 14,200 13,100 13,100
2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
1,294 1,294 1,294 1,294
260 260 130 130
3,000 2,540 3,000 3,000
12,562 12,562 15,568 15,568
2,695 2,695 2,695 2,695
1,000 800 1,000 1,000
1 1 1
35,408 35,408 37,101 37,101
7,031 7,031 5,338 5,338
2,000 2,000 2,000
20,000 19,413 20,000 20,000
8,000 8,072 9,500 9,500
300 153 300 300
3,000 2,844 3,000 3,000
1,176 250 800 800
375 375 375 375
10,500 11.358 11.700 11.700
293,048 314,088 317,438 319,938
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION ACTUAL ACTUAL SELECT. BUDCOM
Page 4 APPROP. EXPEND. RECOM. REC. ENS.
General Continued... PR.YR PR. YR. APPROP. FSCL YR.
6100-76 Medicare 3,000 2,783 3,000 3,000
6100-77 NHMA-STD 700 488 800 800
6100-78 NHMA-Dental 2,600 2,222 2,600 2,600
6100-79 NHMA-Health 20,000 15,901 18,000 18,000
6100-80 Inoculations 2,000 2,000 2,000
6100-81 Unemploy.Comp. 900 549 500 500
29,200 21,943 26,900 26,900
6100-84 CRF: Town Rev. WA#16 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
6100-87 CRF: Library WA#19 10,500 10,500 10,500 10,500
6100-90 CRF: Ambulance WA#17 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500
6100-91 CRF: F/D Tanker #2 WA#12 10,000 10,000
6100-92 CRF: Police VehicleWA# 13/14 11,000 26,000
6100-93 CRF: Cit.Hall Ren. WA#15 53,000 53,000
6100-94 Ambulance - W/D From CRF o_ o_ 18,750 18,750
WA#18 23,000 23,000 115,750 130,750
OPERATING BUDGET 673,390 693,807 804,530 825,750
ESTIMATED / ACTUAL REVENUE 289,826 344,352 395,110 (Form- 118)
Deputy Fire Chief Arnold Byam, III
1994
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««««««< TAX COLLECTOR REPORT / MS-61 »»»»»»
For the Municipality of L>aideborough, NH Year ending 1996
UNCOLLECTED TAXES: ***********pp2Q|. Levies** **********
Beginning of Year 1996 1995 1994 1993
Property Taxes .00 223,312.15 .00 .00
Resident Taxes .00 1,830.00 190.00 60.00
Yield Taxes .00 2,315.18 2.62 .00
TAXES COMMITTED:
Property Taxes 1,939,892.76 .00 .00 .00
Resident Taxes 9,150.00 .00 .00 .00
Land Use Chg Tax 14,000.00 .00 .00 .00
Yield Taxes 15,127.75 .00 .00 .00
OVERPAYMENT:
Property Taxes 3,244.51 64.41 .00 .00
Resident Taxes 30.00 2.00 .00 .00
OTHER:
Bad Check Fee 50.00 .00 .00 .00
INT.COLL/DEL.TAX: 2,467.69 12,468.86 .00 .00
TAX LIEN COSTS: .00 1,591.00 .00 .00
IMPEND.LIEN COSTS: .00 415.00 .00 .00
COLL.RES.TAX PEN.: 49.00 128.00 .00 .00
Total Debits 1,984,011.71 242,126.60 192.62 60.00
REMITTED TO TREASURER
DURING FISCAL YR:
************* *P|-ir)f I pmrjpo***********
1226. 1525. 1224. 122a
Property Taxes 1,722,814.13 223,368.95 .00
Resident Taxes 7,150.00 1,290.00 .00
Land Use Change 12,500.00 .00 .00
Yield Taxes 13,402.68 2,315.18 .00
Bad Check Fee 50.00 .00 .00
Interest 2,467.69 12,468.86 .00
Penalties 49.00 130.00 .00
Impend.Lien Costs .00 415.00 .00
Tax Lien Costs .00 1,591.00 .00
ABATEMENTS MADE:
Property Taxes 6,625.78 7.61 .00
Resident Taxes 420.00 550.00 190.00
Yield Taxes .09 .00 2.62
UNCOLL.TAXES
YEAR END:
Property Taxes 213,702.36 .00 .00
Resident Taxes 1,610.00 .00 .00
Yield Taxes 1,724.98 .00 .00
Land Use Chg Tax l
r
500.00 .00 .00



















<«««««« TAX COLLECTOR REPORT / MS-61 »»»»»»
*************! ai/ioc***************Levies


























Bal. Beg. of Fisc. Yr .00 62,754.37 15,974.50 3,625.56
Liens Exec. Dur. FY 97,839.83 .00 .00 .00
Int. & Costs Coll.
After Lien Exec. 2,392.01 6,587.19 4,777.33 98.70






Total Credits 100,231.84 69,341.56 20,859.83 3,364.26
<««««« 1996 REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK »»»»»»
DESCRIPTION: QUANTITY: TOTAL FEES:
Auto Permits 1934 138,000.00
Titles 314 730.00
Dog Licenses 423 1880.50
Dog Penalty 93 282.00
Dog Fee/State Fund 332 664.00
Civil Forfeiture 27 675.00
Filing Fee 3 4.00
Bad Check Fees 4 100.00
Overpayments 9 94.70
UCCs 35 524.00
Federal Tax Liens 5 75.00
Certified Copies 26 188.00
Marriage Licenses 7 315.00
Article of Agreement .00
Income from Departments 1 1.00
143,533.20
Respectfully Submitted,
Patricia H. Schultz, Town Clerk
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«««« TREASURER'S REPORT 1/1/96 TO 12/31/96 »»»»
Cash on Hand January 1, 1996 $ 468,032.29
Received from All Sources 2,388,820.21
Total Received 2.388.820.21
Total Available 2,856,852.50
Selectmen's Orders Paid (2,363,8 18.56)
Total Orders Paid 2.363.818.56
Cash on Hand December 3 1, 1996 493,033.94
«««««««« LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS »»»»»»»»»
CORRECTED SCHEDULE
Total Long-term Notes Outstanding
As of December 31, 1994 183,630.00
New Debts Acquired Fiscal Year 1 995 .00
Total 183,630.00
Debt retired in 1 995 35
r
845.63
Balance as of December 31, 1995 147,784.37
«««««««« LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS »»»»»»»»»
Total Long-term Notes Outstanding
As of December 31, 1995 147,784.37
New Debts Acquired Fiscal Year 1996 .00
Total 147,784.37
Debt retired in 1 996 35.407.73
Balance as of December 3 1, 1996 1 12,376.64
LONG TERM OUTSTANDING NOTE
«««««««««««««« f IRE lRUC_xlv














Norma S. Walker, Treasurer
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
<««««««««««« FINANCIAL REPORT >»»»»»»»»»»»
Cash on Hand January 1, 1996
Received in 1996:
Milford Coop Bank & CFX Bank Interest








Paid Out in 1996:




NH 4-H Camp 1 Student
Piscataquog Watershed Assoc.Dues
R. Fraize-Reimb. for Signs










Cash on Hand December 31, 1996 10,299.81
Respectfully Submitted,
Norma S. Walker, Town Treasurer
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE - MBA
««««««««««« RSA 32:18, 19 & 32:21 >»»»»»»»»»»»»
Local Governmental Unit: Lyndeborough
Fiscal Year Ending: 1997 Recommended Amount
1
.
Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Committee
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2 - 5)
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS RECOMMENDED
EXCLUSION AMOUNTS (Line 1 Less Line 6)







THIS IS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASE OTHER THAN
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ITEMS.
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J. A. TARBELL LIBRARY
««««««««« 1996 TREASURER'S REPORT>»»»»»»»»
Income from Town




Expenditures from Town Income
Salaries $ 7,927.50
Building Maintenance 100.00
Supplies and Maintenance 350.00
Fuel 552.54




Checking Balance 1/1/96 $ 1,626.71
Petty Cash 10.00
Gifts 747.95
Book Sales, Food Sales 472.07
Copier/Fax Income 146.00
Total $ 3,002.73










«««««««« 1997 HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT >»»»»»»»
Following is a notice showing the amounts of State Highway Block Grant Aid that may
be available to your Town in 1997. The January and April payments are set amounts and
should not change. The April payment is adjusted to reflect the actual State gas tax
revenues and motor vehicle fees collected in Fiscal Year 1996. The July and October
payments are based on estimated revenues and could possibly change. State Highway
Block Grant available to Lyndeborough during calendar year 1997 is estimated at
$71,199.76:
January Payment $ 12,203.66 July Payment $ 20,698.84
April Payment 17,598.42 October Payment 20,698.84
Respectfully Submitted,
Robert T. Barry












Maintenance of Equipment 143.24
New Equipment 819.00
Storage Cabinet 146.87
Storage Shed Repair 372.16
Loam 146.00
Gravel 157.50
Oil, Supplies & Misc. 51.30
Trust Funds 450.00
Lots Sold - Selectmen 300.00
Lots Refunded 44.00
Total $ 5,094.57
Ending Balance $ 670.16
Respectfully Submitted,
James Button
<«««««« SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY»»»»»»»
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment
All Lands/Buildings acquired through Tax Deed


















«««« 1996 INVENTORY OF VALUATION / MS-1 >»»»»
Value of Land Only:
Current Use
Residential
Total of Taxable Land
Tax Exempt & Nontaxable ($520,830)
Value of Buildings Only
Residential
Manufactured Housing
Total of Taxable Buildings







Physically Handicapped - 1
Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions
Net Val.on which the Tax Rate is computed
Tax Credits


































Total # of Acres Exempted under Current Use
Total # of Acres Taken Out of Current Use During Year
Total # of Acres Receiving the 20% Recreational Assessment










Less: Shared Revenues 2,377
Add: Overlay 30,902
War Service Credits 3,500
Net Town Appropriation
Special Adjustment
Approved Town Tax Effort
Municipal Tax Rate
SCHOOL PORTION
Due to Local School 675,892
Due to Regional School 73 1 , 1 5
1
Less: Shared Revenues 24,252
Net School Appropriation
Special Adjustment











Due to County 139,955
Less: Shared Revenues 2,004
Net County Appropriation 1 37,95
1
Special Adjustment
Approved County Tax Effort
County Tax Rate
COMBINED TAX RATE
Total Property Taxes Assessed
COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits



















Trustees of Trust Funds 1 9,000
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<«« 1997 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN>»»
PROJ. PROJECT PAYMENTS NO.
EQUIP. COSTW/O PRIOR TO OF
DEPARTMENT/PROJECT DUE DEBT SERV. 1997 PYMTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Replacement Pumper (Bond) 1995 185,000 84,876 5
Tanker #2 Tank Replacement (CR) 1999 30,000 3
Engine #4 Replacement (CR) 2003 180,000 6
POLICE DEPARTMENT
1990 Vehicle Replacement - 4WD 1996 24,500 1
1994 Vehicle Replacement - Sedan(CR) 1999 22,500 3
1996 Vehicle Replacement - 4WD (CR) 2002 29,000 3
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
1993 Dump Truck Replacement (CR) 2001 76,500 13,750 5
1989 Dump Truck Replacement (CR) 2009 79,500 12
1987 Loader Replacement (CR) 2007 75,000 10
1992 Grader Replacement (CR) 2012 120,000 14
SELECTMEN
Citizens' Hall Improvements 1997 166,000 75,000 4












1997 19,000 16,166 6
2007 25,000 10
1989 550,000 424,507 20
2000 700,000 20
2003 85,000 12,500 8
TOTALS: 2,537,000 666,799
(CR) - Denotes capital reserve fund. Such funds are conceived to be on-going.
Payments reflect annual State contribution of 30% of principal.
(Form-88)
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«« 1997 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN»»
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 1997-2002
42,438 42,438 38,143 123,019
10,000 10,000 10,000 30,000
5,000 10,000 63,000 35,000 50,000 163,000
26,000 26,000
15,000 7,500 22,500
11,000 11,000 11,000 33,000
15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 62,000
6,500 6,500 6,500 6,500 6,500 32,500
7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 37,500
8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 34,000
53,000 53,000
10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 60,000
20,000 20,000 40,000
2,500 2,500
2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 12,500
43,862 41,768 39,654 37,546 35,392 33,500 231,722
10,000 40,000 40,000 90,000
10,500 10,500 10,500 10,500 10,500 10,500 63,000
198,300 186,706 186,297 182,546 182,392 180,000 1,116,241
CIEJttafc I22L 1522. 1221. 122A. 1221. WL
160,000 142,000 142,000 160,254 130,781 111,395
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# LOT NAME CONSTR. PERMITS FEES
96-01 5-20-1 Thomas Chrisenton Pole Barn 25.00
96-02 3-44-8 Ronald Shattuck New Home GP-01 243.44
96-03 2-16 Wayne Fullerton Porch/Deck 42.05
96-04 9-34 William Ball New Home GP-02 333.68
96-05 5-20-1 Thomas Chrisenton Tent Platform N/A
96-06 4-37-1 Robert Underwood New Home GP-03 249.52
96-07 6-43-4 Lawrence Landry New Home GP-04 238.48
96-08 6-6 Michael Uhas New Home GP-05 285.68
96-09 9-17-3 Fredrick Doleac New Home GP-06 222.32
96-10 6-28-1 Joan Wetherall New Home GP-07 262.48
96-11 12-16 Christopher Pfeil New Home GP-08 253.20
96-12 12-42-3 Jason Janowic Horse Barn 40.00
96-13 6-67 Edward Mendham Garage 65.00
96-14 6-52-2 Michael Makela New Home GP-09 224.24
96-15 9-13 Walter Holland Barn 40.00
96-16 3-70-8 Douglas Mercier New Home GP-10 278.00
96-17 1-14 Richard Bathurst Pole Barn 40.00
96-18 6-50 Nicholas Taylor Barn 25.00
96-19 4-52 Corey Cheever New Home GP-11 223.04
96-20 6-43-3 Timothy Simpson Barn 40.00
96-21 2-20 S. Philip Brooks Electric 25.00
96-22 3-16 Mary Beth Rollins Electric 25.00
96-23 4-14 Timothy Broderick Mobile Home GP-12 154.80
96-24 6-3 David Skidmore New Home GP-13 342.00
96-25 6-55 Lori Pollock Deck 25.00
96-26 11-24 Mark Miner Porch 32.50
96-27 6-43 Kenneth Simpson Barn 40.00
96-28 Daniel Holt Electric 25.00
96-29 10-1 Everett McGinley Alteration 152.80
96-30 13-7 Raymond Harwood Alteration 105.30
96-31 3-39 Lucy Schmidt Electric 25.00
96-32 3-25 Robert Fraize Electric 25.00
96-33 12-23 JFM Company, LCC Addition 205.30
96-34 13-11 Lorraine Strube Alterations 117.50
96-35 6-22 Kent Perrv Barn 40.00
$ 4,471.33
<««« TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS»»»
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1996*
Combined Funds: 12/31/95 2/12/97
Checking/Savings 7,011.89 11,587.10
Library Funds 10,781.23 11,220.70







Name of Fund: New Funds Principal Interest Income Expended Balance
School 0.00 1,125.50 0.00 69.83 64.57 1,130.76
Library 0.00 10,906.90 0.00 625.13 311.33 11,220.70
Hildreth #1 0.00 3,743.21 496.51 240.06 200.00 4,279.78
South Common 0.00 1,000.00 634.73 60.00 634.73 1,060.00
Old Town Hall 0.00 700.00 73.55 19.73 "356.93 436.35
Fire Dept. 0.00 6,852.90 2,292.73 563.28 197.03 9,511.88
Hildreth #2 0.00 2,000.00 0.00 10.86 0.00 2,010.86
Cemeteries 450.00 20.205.00 35.011.45 1.200,60 85365 56.013,40
450.00 46,533.51 38,508.97 2,789.49 2,618.24 85,663.73
««««« CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS >»»»»
12/31/95 2/12/97
Name of Fund: New Funds Principal Interest Income Expended Balance
Ambulance 2,500.00 13,666.00 809.35 1,192.48 0.00 18,167.83
Landfill 0.00 30,000.00 2,056.32 1,543.34 0.00 33,599.66
Highway 0.00 13,750.00 714.66 961.76 0.00 15,426.42
Citizens' Hall 0.00 13,000.00 0.00 609.38 0.00 13,609.38
Library 10,500.00 2,000.00 0.00 172.48 0.00 12,672.48
Re-valuation 10.000,00 0,00 0-00 93.64 0.00 10.093.64
23,000.00 72,416.00 3,580.33 4,573.08 0.00 103,569.41
Permission given to balance books as of 2/12/97, due to time needed to balance accounts
and invest them in their own separate accounts as they matured.






Fire Chief Zeke Harkleroad, Bo Leavitt & wife Debbie
1993 Retirement Party in honor of Deputy ChiefWayne "Bo" Leavitt
who served 30 years on the Lyndeborough Fire Department
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1991 TRAINING EXERCISE
RonTaylor, Tom McEntee, Mike Campbell, Rick McQuade Jr.
Tim McEntee, Ted Waterman, Dave Ross, Jim Preftakes &






We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Lyndeborough, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1995, and
have issued our report thereon dated February 14, 1996.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Lyndeborough, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1995, we
considered its internal control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for
the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and
not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Lyndeborough, New Hampshire is responsible for
establishing and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility,
estimates and judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and
related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an
internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition,
and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal
control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected.
Also projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk
that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure
policies and procedures in the following categories: Budget, cash and investments,
revenue and receivables, expenditures for goods and services and accounts payable,
payroll and related liabilities, debt and debt service expenditures.
For all the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the design of
relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under
standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A
material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of the
specific internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the
risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material to the general purpose
financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period
by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no
matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be
material weaknesses as defined above.
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However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that we have reported to the management of the Town of Lyndeborough, New
Hampshire, in a separate letter dated February 14, 1996. This report is intended for the
information of management and the Board of Selectmen. However, this report is a
matter of public record and its distribution is not limited. Vachon, Clukay and Co., PC
February 14, 1996.
««««««« BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT>»»»»»»»
This year's budget discussion centered around three unusual situations. We tried
to incorporate each appropriately into our deliberations. On the revenue side, the town
will be taking some property by tax deed for the first time in many years. The income
received from the sale of these lots will help offset our town expenses. This one-time
income shot in the arm allows us to move forward on some spending issues without as
much tax impact as normal. Second, the Central School budget is essentially flat. This is
a rare occurrence. Non salary expenses are not much changed and the salary account is
down despite the 3% raise because of some staff changes which have brought in less
senior teachers who are lower on the step scale. In addition, it is anticipated school
assistance from the State will be higher so it is likely there will be a tax decrease in the
school portion of the tax rate. Last, the Committee and the Selectmen disagree in several
areas. These signal topics where we feel unsure of the wishes of townspeople and desire
guidance before proceeding. When we get to the warrant article for the budget at town
meeting, be ready with some questions and let's focus on these areas of disagreement in
particular.
The biggest challenge to keeping the tax rate stable and affordable is getting
everyone to look more closely at our capital spending. That is where our authorizations
at Town Meeting have been wildly erratic. There is a Capital Improvement Plan,
developed by a subcommittee of the Planning Board, meant to guide us in this regard. It
is published in your Town Report. We need to try and follow this more closely. It
incorporates all our major capital spending requirements and does so in a manner that
allows department needs to be met on a timely basis. Most importantly, it schedules
them so the bottom line expense each year is about the same (right now that is $ 1 80,000
or so). This means if we follow the schedule, there should be little tax impact from
capital spending from one year to the next.
Our challenge right now is that the capital spending level is way below this
$180,000 so we need to find a way to get there without a large tax increase. This is
where our one-time income from the sale of some properties comes in. It will help us
over this spike. When developing this year's budget we also took a look at what we
expected the next two years to be like so we made decisions based on what is most
prudent for the long run. As in the past, zero based budgeting was used so all
departments were asked to rejustify each expense. We do take seriously our
responsibility to suggest funding independent of the Selectmen or department heads.
That is our charge under the Municipal Budget Act. To look at the whole budget
situation and then make value judgments. This year there are more differences of
opinion than normal and it is our hope these areas will receive a thorough review at
Town Meeting. My thanks to the Budget Committee members for their time. The
Committee thanks the School Board and department heads for their cooperation.
Respectfully Submitted, Burton Reynolds
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<««« CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT»»»»
The Conservation Commission met irregularly during the past year. Members
Robert Fraize and John Anthony made and installed new carved wooden signs at the
Putnam Pond Conservation Area listing the area's regulations.
New gravel was spread at the boat launch on Putnam Pond. A campership to
Barry Conservation Camp was presented to Kaylie Vance. Work has begun on
establishing a hiking trail from the dike near Cram Hill Road to the Fish and Game Club
area. A proposed route has been surveyed and work will begin this summer if all goes
well. In this process, all of the conservation land boundary markers were repainted.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jessie Salisbury
<««««««««««« I'lJtvJE DJEx A-R.TJMI.EpIT»»»»»»»»»»»»
The year 1996 again set a new record for the number of calls with 64. Our calls
break down as follows: 16 medical assist, 10 motor vehicle accidents, 10 mutual aid, 9
alarm activation, 5 structure, 3 brush, 3 wires, 2 chimney, 2 investigations, 1 car fire, 1
propane, 1 false and 1 flooded oil burner.
Of the 5 reported structure fires only one was of serious consequence. On April
6th, an out building on the Nicholas Taylor property on Pinnacle Mountain Road was
destroyed by fire. The building was used to house goats. Mr. Taylor was able to rescue
some of the animals before the fire gained in intensity but, unfortunately a number of
younger goats were destroyed in the fire.
It has been 2 years now since the Department members have been trained as
First Responders and are responding to particular types of medical calls to assist the
Wilton-Lyndeborough Ambulance. The interest on our part continues as we have just
gone through our first recertification course that is necessary to provide this service.
Working with the Ambulance personnel has been very positive in many ways. We
believe that not only does it benefit both organizations, but more importantly, it benefits
you, the citizens of our community.
I would like to take an opportunity at this time to thank all the members of the
Wilton-Lyndeborough Ambulance for their support and efforts. A special thanks goes to
Caryl McEntee, Betty Stevens and Mary Leavitt for the extra hours they have given to
prepare us for this task. Through the help of the Ladies Auxiliary we were able to
purchase a carbon monoxide detector. This device is an instrument which is capable of
measuring how much carbon monoxide is present in a particular location. Should your
home carbon monoxide detector activate, this device will be very helpful in determining
where the carbon monoxide may be originating.
Some items of general interest: our membership level has remained fairly
constant, training continues to be a dominant part of the time we meet, the 4 new air
packs that were approved at Town Meeting have been received and are functioning quite
nicely, Firefighter Jim Whitmore has completed Level 3 training offered by the State of
New Hampshire, Firefighters Sherry Anderson and David Brooks have completed their
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requirements for EMT (Emergency Medical Technician) and we took part in a
government sponsored program to map existing and potential water sources throughout
the Town. We hope this mapping will give us the basis to develop a long term plan to
improve the availability of water in all parts of Town.
As in previous years we certainly could not have accomplished what we have
without your support. I'd like to especially thank the Selectmen for their extra interest




««««««««« & STATE Jr OIvES L IvA^ICjrJtLJv»»»»»>»»»»
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger,
contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before
doing any open burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other
burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up
to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H. Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist
communities with forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the
enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding
forest fire or timber harvest laws please call our office at 271-2217.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3
contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick
response from local fire departments.
1996 FIRE STATISTICS























Bryan C. Nowell, Forest Ranger
Zeke Harkleroad, Forest Fire Warden
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«««««««« LlorvArvY TJxUSXEE1S REPORT »»»»»»»»
The circulation in 1996 was 6631 items including videos and books on tape.
We borrowed 161 items through inter-library loan, and provided 57 items. Acquisitions
through gifts and purchase included 153 adult books, 265 juvenile books, 45 videos and
4 film strips.
The computer was updated using money received from gifts, the annual
Chocolate Extravaganza, and book sales. An anonymous donor has provided funds for a
new printer. The Garden Club has purchased magazine subscriptions and the
Improvement Society continues to pay the electric bill.
The library now has income tax forms, as well as videos, books on tape, and art
prints to lend to patrons. Fax and copier are available as well.
This year $3,000 has been received in gifts for the building fund, bringing the
fund to over $13,000, exclusive of town . The Trustees hope to establish a Building
Committee this year and a chairman is being sought for the Fund Raising Committee.
The library has 286 registered adult readers and 244 children. Librarian Brenda
Cassidy is no longer serving as school librarian.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jessie Salisbury
<«««« MEETINGHOUSE COMMITTEE REPORT >»»»»
The committee has met on the last Wednesday of the month at 7pm in the
Center Hall. This year there were no improvements undertaken. There is a need to have
the inside of the hall painted and the outside railings still need paint. The Zion New
Covenant Church uses the hall for services on Sunday. Their care of the hall and its
furnishings is appreciated. Several social events were held here during the year by town
organizations.
The toilet facilities are used when the concerts or recordings are held in the
Center Church. This year one of these events caused a problem with the water pump
which could not keep up with the demand. It is recommended that the small holding tank
be replaced with a full sized one. The hall contains eight dozen one hundred year old
chairs. Since all of these are not needed we agreed with the Selectmen that some of them
should be sold. Perhaps in 1997 townspeople will have the opportunity to purchase
them.
We were asked our opinions in regard to the town office problem. We were
adamantly agreed that the hall itself should not be divided into separate offices. We want
to see it remain since it is the only hall in town capable of holding social gatherings. We
do not have an objection to the building being added onto, in fact we thought it an
excellent idea. There is more space available for parking than is found around Citizens
Hall. Also for the town as a whole, it is a more central location.
Respectfully Submitted,
Helen T. van Ham, Chairman
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<«« MILFORD AREA COMMUNICATION CENTER >»»
On January 1, 1996, the Town of Greenville became an official voting member
of the Milford Area Communication Center bringing the total number of towns that we
provide emergency dispatching services for to six (6).
Our call volume continued to increase as the the towns continued to grow and
the agencies became busier. An estimated 50,000 to 60,000 calls were handled during
1996. These included calls requiring police, ambulance, and/or fire department response
as well as public works response and informational calls (directions, road conditions,
etc.)
The goal of the Milford Area Communication Center has been to consistently
provide professional dispatching services to the agencies we serve as well as to the
citizens. This is best achieved by the cooperation of all those who are a part of the
Communications Center, either as an employee or a member agency, and our continued
working to understand the needs of the communities.
Respectfully Submitted,
Joan K. Wetherall, Director
<««««««MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICES »»»»»»»
As you know, Monadnock Family Services is active in your community
providing quality mental health services to all residents who need them regardless of
their ability to pay. As part of this mission, we feel it is important to let you know the
extent of our work. The following information reflects the services provided to
Lyndeborough residents during the 1995/1996 fiscal year:
Adults 8 # of Visits 305




MFS is requesting financial support to help underwrite services we provide to
uninsured and underinsured individuals in Lyndeborough. We are asking for an amount
equal to $1 per capita based on figures from 1993 population estimates from the NH
Office of State Planning. For Lyndeborough, this amounts to $1,294. We work
continually to keep our costs down, and to identify, whenever possible, alternate sources
of funding for this population. As a result, our requests to towns have remained
unchanged since 1990.
The support you have provided to MFS in the past is deeply appreciated, and we
hope that our partnership in caring for the citizens of Lyndeborough will continue with
the incorporation of this request in your town's budget. Again, we appreciate the
assistance you have offered in the past. In light of the current pressures and challenges
we all face as town administrators, helping professionals and private citizens, it is more
important than ever that we work together for the health and well-being of our
communities.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lee Bruder, Director -33-
NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION»»
This past year was a very busy and productive one for the staff at Regional
Planning. In the area of municipal assistance, one of our planners met with the
Lyndeborough Planning Board to discuss both the responsibilities of the board as well as
the existing application review process. We assisted in drafting a proposal to update the
zoning ordinance and proposed a checklist for better administration of the subdivision
regulations.
The following is a brief summary of our other notable accomplishments of
1996, but I also want to use this opportunity to offer a note of thanks and recognition to
our Commissioners from Lyndeborough: Selectmen Arnold Byam and Planning Board
Chairman Sue Brodie; and by expressing my gratitude for the cooperation and support
that we have received from all of Lyndeborough's town officials.
Legal Services: To respond to the routine needs of our member communities for timely
and reliable legal information and advice, our staff attorney provided counsel in the areas
of land use, planning and zoning, and environmental law.
Geographic Information Services: Staff applied our GIS resources and technology to a
broad variety of local applications in a number of our communities including real
property parcel mapping, build out analyses, floodplain and floodway mapping, aquifer
protection, development constraints mapping, long range visioning and traffic analyses.
Data Services: In our role as a Regional Data Center for the Bureau of the Census, we
responded to a broad spectrum of information requests. In addition, we distributed a
revised edition of our very popular Regional Data Profile as well as numerous data briefs.
Souhegan River: The Souhegan River Watershed Management Plan was completed and
presented to all of the participating towns including Lyndeborough. Staff also helped the
Souhegan Watershed Association with the publication of their "Green Guide", a
newspaper insert filled with comprehensive recreation and resource information on the
river and its corridor.
Planning Board Training: In addition to another evening workshop aimed at the needs
of our local planning board members but open to all interested parties in the region — we
held a very well attended session on the topic of growth management — we also produced
our fifth planning board training video on local applications of geographic information
systems and made copies available for circulation.
Transportation Improvement Program: Our transportation staff prepared and
submitted to the NH Department of Transportation an update of the Regional
TIP/Transportation Plan which includes a twenty year forecast of traffic conditions along
with recommendations for short and long range transportation improvements. The
document provides the programming of all local and regional projects that seek federal
funding. We also made it a priority to reach out to local officials and members of the
public in each of our communities in the development of our TIP/Plan which is
incorporated into the state's so-called Ten Year Plan.
Transportation Information System: Among our most innovative accomplishments of
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the past year, we conceived and developed a computer based system of transportation
related information to improve traffic congestion and air quality throughout the region.
Comprised of a network of personal computers, and available through the World Wide
Web, any commuter or casual traveler can now use a friendly program of eye catching
graphics to find out about ride matching, public transportation schedule, airline
schedules, construction delays and alternative transportation options.
Traffic Count Program: With automatic counters at over 100 locations throughout the
region, we maintained a traffic count system to provide the most accurate and current
data to meet the needs of both public agencies and private businesses, and we published
these data in an annual summary document.
Major Transportation Projects: We continued to work with local, state and federal
officials to spur the implementation of this region's most significant highway projects
including Nashua's Broad Street Parkway, the Everett Turnpike widening, the Route
101A signal coordination and the Circumferential Highway. NRPC also contributed to
the development of a number of alternative transportation projects for pedestrians,
bicyclists and transit riders through the Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality and
Transportation Enhancements programs.
Commuter Survey and Newsletter: With the cooperation of the region's major
employers, we administered a survey of both management and employees to inventory
existing commuter assistance programs and to determine interest in ride sharing and car
pooling. We also published our quarterly newsletter on transportation alternatives
distributed to employers, municipalities and institutions throughout the NRPC region.
Respectfully Submitted,
Don E. Zizzi, Executive Director
«««««««««««« PLjAINpiJLNO board >»»»»»»»»»»»»
The Planning Board changed several members in 1996. Kendall Spencer
retired. Archie Brown and Bret Mader were appointed as regular members and Tom
Chrisenton as an alternate, bringing the board to full complement. Arnold Byam is the
selectman member. Susan Brodie was elected chairman. The meeting date was changed
to the third Thursday of each month. The Planning Board heard two cases during 1996.
One new lot was created:
Beverly Simpson - Minor subdivision
Wagner Woodlands - Lot line adjustment
Two subdivisions are still pending:
Proctor & Greene - 6 - Lot plan on Beasom Road
John G. Barnes - 4 - Lot plan on Center Road
In March, the Growth Management Ordinance was re-enacted. The board is now in the
process of preparing several other zoning changes to be voted in March. The Board
proposes to rewrite the entire zoning ordinance with the assistance of the Nashua
Regional Planning Commission. Changes in state statutes, plus changes of parts over the
past few years have caused the ordinance to disagree with state law, and in some cases,
with itself. The board approved a $25 fee for a driveway permit and several changes in
gravel road construction standards at the request of the Road Agent.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jessie Salisbury, Clerk -35-
««««««««««« x OLIOJE JJJEPAxvXJVlENT >»»»»»»»»»»
The past year, for both the Town, as well as the Police Department, has proven
to be not only frustrating, but difficult as well. As you know, the department endured
very drastic changes by utilizing an entirely different administration and staff.
By researching recorded activity for the nine months prior to our arrival, there
shows to be nine arrests. In the four months that the new staff has been here, we have
been able to concentrate more on directed patrol time, thus, increasing self initiated
activity. The results have been rather remarkable, currently showing forty-three arrests
to date. As mentioned before, these arrests have been primarily self initiated. We are
pleased to announce that in the past three months, we have taken a total of thirteen drunk
drivers off the road, and had nine drug related arrests, all made on motor vehicle stops.
By researching the total number of arrests that have taken place in the past nine years, it
was discovered that fifty percent of that figure has been generated in a total of four
months with the current staffing. These statistics are not only impressive to the members
of the department, but it displays our enthusiasm to the tasks at hand, and we look
forward to the years to come.
We have incorporated a new policy in regard to arrests that occur due to Driving
While Intoxicated and Domestic Violence. By referring to New Hampshire State Law,
we now hold the accused responsible for the cost of our time spent dealing with their
arrest and conviction. A breakdown of expenses is submitted to the court during their
arraignment or trial, and if the presiding justice finds the request for reimbursement
reasonable, he or she orders the accused to reimburse the town for expenses that
accumulated leading to their conviction. To date, the Town of Lyndeborough is in the
process of receiving a total of $534.19 from resolved cases, and five DWI cases are still
pending. We are confident that we will see convictions coming from these cases.
The year has not been devoid of Lyndeborough's traditional out of the ordinary
cases. In late October we assisted the Nashua Police Department in arresting two career
felons who had been living in town. We have had several serious motor vehicle
accidents, the majority of those accidents were alcohol related.
This year has seen less calls for service than in the past. The reason, in part, is
due to the duration during transfer of administration. While this was transpiring, State
Police were utilized for "on call" time that would normally be handled by our officers,
for approximately three to four months. By placing officers back on call after matters
were resolved, we again were answering the average number of calls that have been
received in the past.
We would like to take a moment to thank Faith Ayres, our new Crossing Guard
whom you see every day at the Central School. Her concern and commitment do not go
unnoticed. The days that many of us dread leaving our homes due to inclimate weather,
Faith is out in front of the school, ensuring the safety of the children in Lyndeborough on
their way to and from school. We have received a phenomenal amount of positive
feedback from her presence there.
In closing, we would like to thank the citizens of the town for their suggestions
and opinions. Your opinions help shape this new department, and we look forward to
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growing with all of you in the years to come. Please feel free to contact us with any
concerns or suggestions that you may have. We welcome your feedback, and look




With most of the figures in at the time of this writing, it looks like the total
tonnage handled rose from 3,004 in 1995 to 3,471 in 1996 - an increase of sixteen
percent. The per capita cost of trash disposal increased from $17.47 in 1995 to $21.28 in
1996. The two biggest factors here look to be lower market prices and a huge increase
in the use of our landfill dumpsters - up twenty two percent.
The good news is that our ratio of recycled materials to non-recycled rose from
thirty five percent in 1995 to thirty seven percent in 1996. We appreciate the cooperation




<««««««««« ROAD ACrENX S REJrORX >»»»»»»»»»»
During the year we repaved both Mountain and Cummings Road as was
scheduled. In preparation for repaving we cleared the side drainage ditches and cleaned
culverts. Some collapsed culverts had to be replaced.
As scheduled we were able to place a new gravel wearing course on Temple,
Beasom, and Chase Roads and Bullard Drive. Not all scheduled graveling was done
because the gravel was required for emergency repairs.
We experienced heavy rains in January and February and again in October. The
heavy rains caused extensive road washouts which consume a significant portion of the
gravel budget. In January, February and March we encountered an unusual amount of
icing which depleted our budget for salt, sand , and equipment rental.
The Selectmen augmented the Highway Department Budget in order that we
could maintain the roads in passable conditions and still continue with the scheduled
maintenance program. A portion of the extra costs of road repair due to washouts was
recovered from FEMA.
As always, the Highway Department and its full-time employees will strive to
try and keep our roads as safe and passable as possible and to continue to do its very best.
Respectfully Submitted,
Tony Rocca, Road Agent
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« SCHOOL INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE REPORT »
For two years the School Investigation Committee has been authorized to
examine educational opportunities in our community. During those two years, we
reviewed many issues by visiting schools, listening to experts, researching laws, doing
comparisons and holding open discussions. Our main findings are that:
1) The Charter School option has the greatest potential to improve education.
The Committee supports further investigation into Charter Schools.
2) The current budgeting and procurement process for schools is so protracted that
it promotes inefficiency and discourages accountability.
3) Immediate improvements in the learning process can be accomplished with
greater involvement by parents and residents.
4) The cost per student is comparable to surrounding towns.
We should explore a cooperative elementary agreement with Wilton.





«««««««««« JSiLjL/EO I JVUlW S JbvJLiJr OJcv 1 »»»»»»»»»»»
As we sit here in the town office, giving to you the citizens the final report for the year
1996, we find the year has been especially difficult and very stressful. The weather has
been anything but what we refer to as a normal year. Ice and snow depleted our salt and
sand early in fall. Excessive rain caused many washouts this fall also. An opportunity to
have our damage reviewed by FEMA, netted us a return of approximately $4500.
The removal of the police chief from the department was not a pleasant task. We must
never put Lyndeborough in that situation again. It not only divided the Community but
was extremely expensive. It was for that reason the Selectmen found themselves before
the budget committee for additional funds. We asked and received $29,000 from the
surplus account, $25,000 for legal fees and $4,000 for additional sand and salt for the
highway department.
Our costs for legal fees was just under $30,000. We had no choice in the action we
undertook. To do otherwise would have been far more costly for the Community.
The police department will be reorganized and the police personnel will be placed on
yearly contracts. Your support is greatly needed in this area.
You will find in the budget, we did not increase the highway's budget for salt and sand.
Should we find ourselves short in this area, we will return to the budget committee, but
careful management and good weather, we should be in good shape.
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Again Citizens' Hall or other town office spaci has to be addressed. It is rather doubtful
if the State Fire Marshall is going to permit the use of Citizens' Hall without it being
upgraded.
We attempted a survey to get input from the Town's people. No clear consensus was
expressed.
From our view point, upgrading Citizens' Hall makes the most sense. Considerable
work has been completed, and to start over will cost considerably more. Many of our
Town's people have a difficult time meeting their taxes. Lets not increase their burden.
As we look into 1997, it is our hope the Community will strive to work together. That
excessive legal fees will be a thing of the past. We can all live as neighbors. Thank you
and especially thanks to all the Town's people who gave us 100% of their support.
««««««SOUHEGAN NURSING ASSOCIATION >»»»»»
On behalf of our Board of Directors, clients, volunteers and staff, thank you for
your past support of Souhegan Nursing Association and for giving us this opportunity to
submit this request for town funding for 1997.
As you are aware through our past correspondence, we have recently become
affiliated with St Joseph Healthcare. Through the integration of our services, we will be
in an even stronger position to provide the care needed in Lyndeborough community
while maintaining local control of healthcare, administered more cost effectively.
Although there are many changes, one thing does not change and that is the
need for healthcare services for families and individuals in Lyndeborough who are
without insurance or other funds. As we go forward, we are committed to continuing to
meet the needs of these residents. Your support through town appropriations has made it
possible for us to do so.
As this year of transition begins, we are guided by our vision to enhance the
common goal of health and well being for all and will continue to look to our community
for guidance and support. This year's fund drive includes an option for restricted
contributions so that donors may support services and programs in their own town or a
general contribution limited for use in the Souhegan Valley. The following statistical
information reflects services provided to residents of Lyndeborough:
Skilled Nurse Visits: 219
Physical Therapy Visits 36
Occupational Therapy Visits 6
Home Health Aid Hours 543
Private Duty Hours 33
Health Promotion Clinic Visits 76
We respectfully request an appropriation of $2,000 for 1997.
Sincerely,
Betsey G. White, Executive Director
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<««««« ST. JOSEPH COMMUNITY SERVICES »»»»»»
We thank you for your past support of your senior population as we have
worked together to promote and prolong wellness for them.
We have 2 unduplicated persons residing in the town of Lyndeborough. Of
these are low income sponsored by the County of Hillsborough. We struggle to hold
our cost, and since 1992 have held the line at $65 per client served.
We have 2 Unduplicated People
County Sponsored
Total 2 Seniors
x 65 Per Client Served
$ 130 Requesting Funding
We have seen an increase in the number of people requesting the hot nutritious
daily meals that we provide. For many of our participants, our driver is the only person
they see all day, therefore the daily safety check that we perform is as important as the
meal. Continued support from the Town of Lyndeborough will help us to keep your
Seniors safe in their homes.
Respectfully Submitted,
Meghan Brady, Executive Director
<«««««« TOWN MEETING - MARCH 16, 1996 >»»»»»»
Meeting called to order at 10: 10 am. Moderatore James McEntee read the Town Warrant
and declared the state of the ballot.
Result of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School Ballot:
School Board 3 years Robert Howe 121
Sandy Logan 214 Elected




Auditors 1 year Geraldine Fereshetian 250 Elected
Budget Committee 3 years Sheila Harwood 12 Elected
Result of the Lyndeborough Central School Ballot:









Moderator 1 year James McEntee 315 Elected
Auditors 1 year Geraldine Fereshetian 254 Elected
Treasurer 1 year Norma Walker 6
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Result of the Ballot for the Town of Lyndeborough
Selectmen 3 years
Moderator 2 years
Trustee of Trust Funds 3 years
Trustee of Cemeteries 3 years
Library Trustee 3 years
Supervisor of Checklist 6 years
Budget Committee (3): 3 years
Budget Committee (1): 1 year























ARTICLE 2 : Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40: 13 to allow official ballot voting
on all issues before the Town of Lyndeborough? (The provisions of ordinance were
explained at the public hearing on Thursday February 22, 1996. The complete text of
RSA 40:13 is available for examination at the Town Offices.) (Warrant Article by
Petition). Voted on at the polls: Yes - 180; No - 159 (Needed 203 to pass) Article
does not pass.
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the Town will vote to reenact the Growth Management
Ordinance of 1988 of the Town of Lyndeborough, pursuant to RSA 674:22. (The
provisions of this ordinance were explained at the public hearing on Thursday, January
11, 1996. The complete text of which is available for examination at the Town offices).
The Planning Board and Board of Selectmen recommend adoption. Voted on at the
polls: Yes - 233; No - 91. Article passes.
ARTICLE 4 : To hear reports of all Town Officers, Agents, and Committees, and take
any action relative thereto. William Stephenson made a correction to page 6, 1995
Financial Report, Balance of 12-31-95, instead of reading $151,349.02 is should read
$149,154.37. Article passes.
ARTICLE 5 : To see if the Town will vote to accept the Budget of $646,390 (excluding
articles 6 - 10) as prepared by the Budget Committee or make any alterations thereto, so
as to raise such sums of money to defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriation of the same. Zeke Harkleroad moved to amend the budget amount of
$646,390 to $650,390, that sum of $4,000 to be applied to the Fire Department
budget for the purpose of replacing an additional two airpacks. Linda Anderson
seconded the amendment. All those in favor of amending Article 5 by $4,000 to add
two airpacks to the Fire Department budget signify by saying aye. Those opposed.
Lets have a show of hands. Those in favor raise their hands. Now the no votes
please. Yes - 88; No - 23. Amendment carries. We will now vote on the amended
budget amount of $650,390. All those in favor signify by saying aye. Those
opposed. The ayes have it. The amended article passes.
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ARTICLE 6 : To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purposes of a Town revaluation and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be placed in this fund. The
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. Article passes.
ARTICLE 7 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty
Eight Thousand Dollars ($48,000) to be added to the Citizens' Hall Renovation Capital
Reserve Fund previously established. This was a ballot vote. Ill votes cast: Yes -
52; No- 59. Article does not pass.
ARTICLE 8 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) to be added to the Ambulance Vehicle Capital
Reserve Fund previously established; or take any action relative thereto. The Selectmen
and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. Article passes.
ARTICLE 9 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($10,500) to be added to the Tarbell Library Expansion
Fund previously established; or take any action relative thereto. The Selectmen and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. Article passes.
ARTICLE 10 : To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Twenty Four
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($24,500) for a vehicle for the Police Department. This
was a ballot vote. Votes cast 118: Yes -37; No -81. Article does not pass.
ARTICLE 11 : To see if the Town will vote to rescind the unissued debt authorized by
the 1993 Town Meeting relative to the Fire Department's 1994 Marion Fire Truck.
Article passes.
ARTICLE 12 : To see if the Town will vote to open as a Class V road a section of
Emery Holt Road starting at the Schmidt farm house and extending some 1 700 feet north
therefrom. (This section of road has been brought up to Class V condition and serves
three properties. The Selectmen recommend approval. Article passes.
ARTICLE 13 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the School Investigation
Committee to continue its investigation for this year into the available means of
educating our children in the middle and high school grades and to make a report of their
findings to the Town at the 1997 Town Meeting. Article passes.
ARTICLE 14 : To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Ronald Curran was thanked for his service to the Town this past year.
Meeting adjourned at 1:05 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
Patricia H. Schultz, Town Clerk
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VITAL STATISTICS
«««« 1996 BIRTHS REGISTERED IN LYNDEBOROUGH »»»»
Date: Place: Child's Name: Name of Parents:
01/23 Lebanon Kaleigh Joy Harris June Moran
Ernest Harris Jr.
01/31 Nashua Owen Huw Hudson Kathleen Moore
Richard Hudson, III
02/27 Manchester Alycia Margaret Waterman Robin Knowles
Theodore Waterman Jr.
03/03 Nashua Jacob Ronald Potter Laura Cordts
Jeffrey Potter
03/17 Peterborough William Connor Holt Pamela Makela
Daniel Holt
03/23 Nashua Kyle McLean Hagen Margaret Pratt
Karl Hagen
05/05 Peterborough John Edward Lemire Mary Frisoli
Paul Lemire
06/07 Nashua Zachary Davis Erdody Cheryl Davis
Stephen Erdody
06/27 Manchester Liam Duncan Rendall Lesli Laychak
Robert Rendall
07/14 Nashua Sawyer Joseph Trask Darci Woodcock
Daryl Trask
07/17 Peterborough Zachary David Sowerby Cynthia Dubois
Dwight Sowerby
09/28 Nashua Karissa Marie Rowell Gail Davis
Carl Rowell
10/30 Nashua Skye Joseph Williams Margaret Dumont
John Williams
11/14 Peterborough Abbie Lynn Kemmerer Heidi Wheeler
Barry Kemmerer
12/02 Peterborough Jessica Megan Cunningham Joelle Cicero
Dale Cunningham










































<«««: 1996 DEATHS REGISTERED IN LYNDEBOROUGH »»»»
Date: Name: Place: Father: Mother:
01/16 Burton Brochu Sr. Nashua Ovila Brochu Simone Bergeron
03/12 Paul M. Kail Lyndeborough Paul Kail Sr. Margaret Dulik
06/02 George Simms Milford Philip Simms Lucy Ware
06/10 Robert Pidgeon Milford John Pidgeon Freida Link
07/14 Doris Moon Nashua David Oughterson Julia Drake
09/25 Abbie Gardner Milford John Wesoja
10/03 Marjory van Vugt Lyndeborough Unknown Unknown
12/24 Sabra Hamel Lyndeborough Samuel Dodge Carrie Flint
<««« 1996 BURIALS REGISTERED IN LYNDEBOROUGH >»»»
Date: Name: Place of Death: Place of Burial:
03/15 Paul M. Kail Lyndeborough South Cemetery
06/29 Jenni Fish Nashua Johnson Corner Cemetery
07/16 Bernard Russell Nashua South Cemetery
08/22 Sheila Center Keene South Cemetery
09/17 Marion Lorette Milford South Cemetery
10/07 Marjory van Vugt Lyndeborough South Cemetery
12/27 Sabra Hamel Lyndeborough South Cemetery
<«««
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH VOLUNTEER
AMBULANCE AND RESCUE ASSOCIATION >»»»
Before we go to the details of the report, the writer thinks we should let the
people of the towns know that it is our volunteers who make this work, and work well.
You get "primary care", the stabilization in the first critical few minutes after a call, from
the volunteers, with the best equipment available. They are as able and well trained as
any in the country. There are five paramedics available, a number of EMTs qualified to
give intravenous infusions, and the rest are EMT-B's, highly trained and continuing to
take training. Twenty four hours a day, 365 days a year, there is a crew on duty, rain or
snow, cold or hot, early or late. Notified with pagers, two way radios, and phones, they
drop everything and respond to a call.
THEY DO IT FOR LOVE, not money...
It can't be described, but there is a feeling after a run that is satisfying. The
work is sometimes nasty, even dangerous, dirty, or emotionally distressing. They act
professionally, but a hurt child gets to the most detached. The small run allowance
doesn't even cover actual expenses. Our paid administrator-chief puts in about twice the
allotted time. They, like our volunteer firemen, do quite a job for the towns. And they
are your neighbors.
Wilton-Lyndeborough Volunteer Ambulance and Rescue Association was
formed in 1974 as a non-profit corporation to serve the two towns. It has about twenty
five active members, and is administered by a board of unpaid directors representing the
citizens of the towns, the attendants and the selectmen. It charges a fee for its services,
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which covers part of the costs. The balance is borne by the towns, Lyndeborough
assuming 25% and Wilton 75%, roughly the proportion of calls and population. The
selectmen of the two towns agree on the proportions from time to time.
The budget was about $75,000 less the estimated income of $18,000 which will
be realized. In addition, there is the capital budget of about $2,500 (Lyndeborough) and
$7,500 (Wilton) annually for a new ambulance, which will be needed in 1997. The
operating cost amounts to about $14,000 as Lyndeborough's share, and $41,000 for
Wilton, or about $ 1 3 per capita, plus the capital reserve, whether allocated or not.
The ambulance and facilities are located on Forest road, near the Wilton-
Lyndeborough town line. There is a heated garage, a training-meeting room, and office
space. Typically, there is a two or three "man" crew on duty, serving a twelve hour shift
at their place of work or at home, connected to the communications center by pager. On
receiving a 911 call, at least one goes to the bay, and in urgent circumstances, one or
more may go directly to the scene, carrying a "jump kit". A paramedic is always
available. In very bad weather, the crew may stand by at the bay.
The unit made 271 runs in 1996. Of these, 92 included "advanced life support",
which means cardiac monitoring, intravenous infusions, or administration of drugs.
Respectfully Submitted,
Hubert Hoover
<«« WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH YOUTH CENTER >»»
The Wilton-Lyndeborough Youth Center is most pleased to report that Goss
Park was enjoyed by more than 800 people during out 1996 summer season. Most
registrations were submitted from Wilton and Lyndeborough but also included families
from eight neighboring towns.
Park activities included swimming lessons for nearly 500 youth and adults, six
Swim Team competitive meets for 25 swimmers, and a host of training classes held in the
areas of Tennis Lessons, Water Safety Instruction, Lifeguard training, and CPR for more
than 70 enrollees. Additional activities sponsored by the Park include Step-Aerobics and
Arts and Crafts.
Community events hosted by the Park include WLVAA Water Safety Training,
Boy Scout Troop Campouts/Outings, Little League outing, and a variety of additional
swim meets and gatherings from neighboring towns.
The Youth Center sincerely appreciates the very generous support we receive
from the many area businesses and individuals that continue to support our summer and
year round programs. Also a note of thanks to Road Agents Charlie McGettigan and
Tony Rocca from Wilton and Lyndeborough, for the excavation work provided to the
park. The WLYC committee is also to be commended for the vast amount of volunteer
time given in the spirit of our youth and community service. Last but not least - the
WLYC committee would like to thank our Summer Programs Director Janet Johnson for
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her leadership, continued enthusiasm and dedication to providing a quality program to
our community. It is the synergy of all of these individuals and groups that make our
community the very special place it continues to be and we thank our many-many
supporters for that.
Respectfully Submitted,
Paul K. Putnam, WLYC Chairman
««« ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REPORT »»»
The Zoning Board of Adjustment met eight times during 1996 and heard one
case. In May, Beverly Sherman and Curt Simpson requested a variance in order to
divide a property between joint owners. The variance was granted.
The Board met informally with several residents to discuss proposed home
businesses and it was determined that all were within the guidelines.
The Board agrees with the Planning Board that a home occupation permit
should be devised.
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Ms. Francine E. Fullam
ASSISTANT SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
Mr. George S. Burlison
SI
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR FIFCTION OF OFFICFRS ON MARCH 11
r
1997
To the inhabitants of the Lyndeborough School District in the Town of Lyndeborough,
in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire
,
qualified to vote in the
Lyndeborough District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Citizens' Hall in said
District on the Eleventh Day of March 1 997 at 1 0:00 o'clock
i n the forenoon, to vote for District Officers:
1
.
To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
3. To choose one Member of the School Board, by ballot, for the ensuing
three (3)years.
4. To choose a Treasurer, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
5. To choose two ( 2 ) Auditors, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
6. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA: 40:1 3 to allow official ballot voting on all
issues before the Lyndeborough Central School?
Polls will open for balloting at 10:00 A.M. and will not close before 7:00 P.M.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID LYNDEBOROUGH THIS DAY OF
FEBRUARY 199J
A true copy attest
John Pomer
SCHOOL BOARD
Sally Curran Steven Brown
SCHOOL BOARD
S2
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING ON MARCH 15, 1997
To the inhabitants of the Lyndeborough School District in the Town of Lyndeborough,
in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
Lyndeborough District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative Junior-Senior High School i n said District on
Saturday, March 1 5, 1 997 at ten (1 0:00) o'clock i n the
forenoon to act upon the following:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town Meeting to be held at
Citizens' Hall beginning at 1 0:00 o'clock in the morning on Tuesday,
March 11, 1997.
7. To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, and to pass
any vote relating thereto.
8. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School District Officers and Agents, and for
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
9. Are you i n favor of authorizing School Administrative Unit # 6 3 ( 1 ) to transfer
a sum of money to Mascenic Regional School District for the purpose of
acquiring a tract of land with the building thereon on Route # 3 1 i n Mason now
owned by Niemela Brothers Partnership for educational administrative
facilities; and ( 2 ) to accept title to the premises i n the name of School
Administrative Unit #6 3 from Mascenic Regional,School District. (Supported by
the School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
1 0. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID LYNDEBOROUGH THIS DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1997.
SCHOOL BOARD
A true copy attest
John Pomer Sally Curran Steven Brown
SCHOOL BOARD
S3
Lyndeborough School District - Election results - March 12, 1996
School Board Member - Vote for one/three year term
Steven M. Brown 183
Nancy Migneault 140
School Board Clerk - Vote for one/one year term
Barbara Brown 4
Trish Schultz 4
Moderator - Vote for one/one year term
James McEntee 315
Auditors - Vote for two/one year term
Geraldine A. Fereshetian 254




Wilton-Lyndeborough Coop. School Election Results - March 12, 1996
School Board Member-Vote for One/Three year term
Robert N. Howe 121
Sandra Logan 214
Moderator





Auditors/Vote for Two/One year term
Geraldine E. Fereshetian 250







MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
Saturday, March 16, 1996, 1:30 P.M.
The meeting was opened by District Moderator James McEntee who listed the rules
of procedure for the meeting.
Nancy Migneault moved that permission be given to the following to speak as needed
in district affairs: Francine Fullam, Superintendent of Schools; Jared Brown, Interim
Principal; Conrad Dumas, Special Education Director. Seconded by Sally Curran and so
voted.
Article 6: John Pomer moved, Nancy Migneault seconded, that reports of Agents,
Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, be accepted as printed in the Annual School
District Report. There was no discussion and the article passed on a voice vote.
Article 7: Nancy Migneault moved, Sally Curran seconded, that the District vote to
raise and appropriate seven hundred eight thousand seventeen dollars ($708,017) for
the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officers, agents and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district.
Judy Slocomb asked about a survey in the school newsletter and if any answers had
been received. Principal Jared Brown replied he had no responses as yet.
Mr. McEntee asked Mr. Brown to discuss questions raised at the Public Budget Hearing.
Mr. Brown said the newsletter is published five times a year at a cost of $1 ,000.
There are 70 families in the school, but the newsletter goes to over 500 homes.
I think it is very informative and hope people want it.
The budget passed on a voice vote
Article 8: John Pomer moved, Sally Curran seconded, that the District vote to raise
and appropriate three thousand nine hundred ninety-nine dollars ($3,993) to carpet
three classrooms and the computer lab.
Linda Anderson said, as a previous school board member, the school did not have
equipment to care for floors and knew the school had gone through three or four people
to care for the school.
Do we have equipment or will it be contracted out? Mr. Brown said the school had
purchased a vacuum cleaner and would contract out shampooing. We have adequate
equipment and a custodian five hours a day.
Mrs. Slocomb asked which classrooms would be carpeted. Mr. Brown answered, the
oldest ones, currently grades four, five and six. We look to carpet the remainder next
year.
Mrs. Slocomb asked why. Mr. Brown said carpteting provides a quieter learning
environment; one teacher is putting tennis balls on to quiet the chair legs on the floor.
It would create more usable space, students can sit on the floor. Tile is cold in the
winter.
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Mrs. Slocomb asked about a roof leak. Mr. Brown said it was being looked at.
Ralph Dwire said two of the rooms in question have partial asbestos floors. Is it
being inspected by the state? Mr. Brown said yes, carpet is considered
"encapsulating" the asbestos. Mr. Dwire asked if it would have to continue to be
inspected by the state. Francine Fullam said it was her experience that inspections are
held every three years to see if encapsulation hasn't been disturbed.
Tom O'Connell asked about the condition of the floors. Mr. Brown said it was good,
in reasonable shape, and not our reason for carpet.
Barbara Shinn asked if children would be required to take off their shoes i n mud
season. Mr. Brown said with the current plowing contractor there is no sand used in
the yard which has eliminated a lot of track in.
Nicholas Taylor asked i f anything was being done to protect computers from dust.
Mr. Brown said carpet would eliminate dust problem. Mr. Pomer said the school has
no static protection, all systems are grounded, and the board would take additional
steps to protect children.
Candy Campbell asked about children with asthma, carpets have more dust. She
said it was an unnecessary expense. William Stephenson asked if the school would not
need humidifying to keep down the static. Mr. Pomer said there were things more cost
effective.
Jennifer Howe asked about water problems i n the basement room, has the board
investigated that issue? Mr. Brown answered they did have problems. When the
carpeting was removed, they found a drain in the floor. Tom Rosswaag cleared the
drain and solved the problem. We don't know where the leak is, believe it is from a
corner of the room, the drain is not the problem.
Mr. McEntee noted that the room had been constructed as a storage room, not a
classroom, originally, with only outside access.
Marie Louise StOnge said getting asbestos away from the children is a good idea and
also making it quieter for teacher.
The article was approved on a voice vote with a few negatives.
Article 9: Nancy Migneault moved, Sally Curran seconded, that the District raise and
appropriate six thousand five hundred twenty-five dollars ($6,525) to hire a
20 percent time Reading Specialist to meet minimum state standards.
Mr. Stephenson said this is another time we are being snookered by the state.
Standards are those of staffing with the threat if you don't we will withhold state aid.
Let's tell them we'll fund when we have Foundation Aid to pay for them.
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Mrs. Migneault said the voters have to be aware of the consequences. Will we
benefit? Yes. Will we suffer? No. This is the last standard we have to meet. We
could lose up to $40,000 in state aid. That includes $9,000 in building aid and any
catastrophic (special education) aid we might be entitled to.
Mr. Stephenson said the state was using it as a threat. Mrs. Migneault said the state
says the end is here. Mr. Stephenson said we are spending up to $36,000 to save zero.
Maine Schnable said the town would not be wasting money by hiring the specialist.
Liz Todd asked why the Budget Committee did not recommend the position. Burton
Reynolds answered: this is the last of a number of requirements established about
1 987. We said to the board, you tell us in which order you want them met. The
Reading Specialist is the last. We feel all teachers should be reading specialists, at
least and there are specialists in the district. We think you could ask fellow teachers,
work as a team. You should be able to do that within the budget. We complied with the
other (standards) and now get no Foundation Aid. We feel the superintendent can make
a viable argument we are doing it within the school if we haven't hired the person.
James Preftakes said, Nancy said students will still get services. Mrs. Migneault
answered: look at the job description of a reading specialist. We do provide some of
those services. We do have contracted services. If you vote this down, we will
continue to provide services. With this person, we would learn where our strengths
and weaknesses are.
Robert Rogers asked, what if we put $1 in the budget for a specialist in case we
really have to have someone? Mr. Reynolds said that could be done.
Linda Douglas asked, can you guarantee if this doesn't pass we won't get the funds?
Ms. Fullam replied, some information changes daily. The Attorney General has
modified what aid would be withheld. They now say tuition would be withheld, now say
it might not include Catastrophic Aid. We do recognize the illogicality of withholding
money from districts that can't meet the standards. The minimum standards are just
that - a minimum.
Linda Anderson said, I think the state is recognizing districts can't financially meet
the standards. If enough small districts put on pressure perhaps...
Linda Douglas asked how it would affect special education students. Ms. Fullam
said, we really don't know and won't be sure until June 30. The District would lose
$9,000 in building aid. Mrs. Migneault said the board could come back to the town
with a deficit appropriation.
Mr. Stephenson said, challenge the concept that meeting those standards makes a
better educational climate. You can't just keep throwing these things at the school.
Lorraine Crosby asked about Title I. Ms. Fullam said those are federal funds and
not part of this.
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Jared Brown spoke on the value of a reading specialist, there is no more important
subject than reading, and she would be invaluable. There have been many changes in
the reading curriculum. We would still turn out readers, but we would have a real
professional.
Mr. Dwire suggested the money be taken from staff development funds. Mr. Brown
said teachers need credits for certification and Mrs. Migneault said that was a contract
item. She then repeated all of her earlier arguments for the position.
Mr. Reynolds said the effect of the tax rate would be 1 5 cents.
The article was defeated on a secret ballot, yes 32; no 48.
Mr. John Pomer moved to reconsider the article, changing the value to $1 . It was
seconded by several in the audience. Mark Schultz asked for the rational. Mr. Pomer
said it is obvious the town wants to not spend the money. We want to be able to shuffle
the budget if we have to without appropriating additional money.
Mr. Stephenson said that would mean hiring one which would have a recurring
expense. Mrs. Anderson asked if the money would come out of other programs?
Mr. Pomer said yes. Mr. McEntee said the main issue is to have a line in the budget.
The amendment was defeated on a voice vote.
Article 1 0: Ms. Fullam presented a gift of flowers to Mrs. Migneault on behalf of the
Central School students, to standing applause. Mr. Pomer presented her a gift from the
board.
Mr. Brown expressed thanks to Helen and Ralph Dwire for work on the "wonderful,
beautiful library," which has been named in their honor.
Mr. Pomer also expressed the board's thanks to Jared Brown who has served as
interim principal.
The meeting adjourned at 2:50 P.M.
Respectfully submitted,
Jessie Salisbury, Barbara J. Brown,





This year's report begins with a warm welcome to the many new staff members at the
Lyndeborough Central School. Welcome Dan Johnson (music), Gayle Soma (second grade),
Nancy Palumbo (nurse), Jacque Cottle (special education liaison), Helen Gawlik (aide), Bob
Lewis (aide), Nancy Torborg (computer teacher), Laura Bujak (part-time sixth grade teacher and
librarian), Beth Kubick (secretary), and our school custodians, Heiner and Lorraine Strube. They
have proven an outstanding addition to our full and part-time staff of twenty five.
Our school vision, slightly expanded and revised from last year is as follows.The goals and
specific action plans which affect positive change in our school are derived from the school's
vision.
VISION
1. All students will experience success (curriculum goals met). This includes success as defined by
the curriculum modifications for special education students.
2. All students will find learning fulfilling and enjoyable so that learning itself will appeal to them
as a life long pursuit.
3. To positively impact the self-esteem of all students.
4. All students will experience a learning environment which is cooperative, integrated, relevant,
developmentally appropriate, and which provides the skills necessary for success in life.
5. A school which strives to meet the national goals 2000, the state standards, and adheres to the
state curriculum frameworks in developing school curricula.
6. A school which holds itself accountable through a variety of methods used to measure results.
7. A school which encourages and supports strong parent and community involvement
School improvements from last year which continue to affect the quality of our school
include the monthly Celebrate Success Assembly with music and special pencils and awards
recognizing student achievement, an all school newsletter representing school news from all staff
and sent to all Lyndeborough residents, construction of a computer lab with the addition of both
curricula and instruction, and the development of teacher-developed Authentic Assessment Tasks.
Recent changes, also vision-based, include a complete revision of our report card system
which now includes three report card versions: a first/second grade report card, a third/fourth grade
report card, and a fifth/sixth grade report card. Each is more comprehensive and professional in
appearance than the past report card and tailored to better reflect the curriculum outcomes at the
different grade levels. Many thanks to teachers who helped develop the new report cards. Another
fundamental change this year is the addition of a new school Readiness Program which includes
new curricula and staffing. Physical changes in the school include classroom carpeting and new
ceramic tiled flooring in the three rest rooms. As anticipated, carpeted classrooms are quieter, more
attractive, provide usable floor space for classroom activities, and are easier to clean.
Special thanks to our PTA which increased this year to over thirty members. Successful
fund-raisers and exciting activities and programs continue thanks to their efforts. Some of these
include the Thanksgiving feast, Field Day, the all school field trip, pizza and sundae parties for
classes, and the week long Artist In Residence Program.
I would like to end with a thank you to Superintendent Francine Fullam and to School
Board members John Pomer, Sally Curran, and Steve Brown for their support and assistance
during the past two years. I thank them and the teachers and parents of the Lyndeborough Central
School for helping to make ours a school characterized by a positive, caring, and successful
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Special Education Department
c/o Boynton Middle School
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Mascenic Regional School District
Greenville - Mason - New Ipswich
Special Education Report 1996-1997
Special Education within the Lyndeborough, Wilton and WLC School Districts
continues to respond to the needs and demands found within the schools. Staffing
patterns are the same as in the previous year except for tne addition of a half-time
teacher at WLC. Personnel changes included the addition of Carol Anderson
Botsford at WLC and Jacqueiine Cottle is the new speciai eaucation teacher at
Lyndeborough Central.
The total number of special education students receiving services has remained
relatively fiat since the last annual report. There is an overall increase of six
students. Lyndeborough saw a significant decrease in identified students. The
number went from 17 last year to 12 this year. Much of this change is due to students
moving on to WLC. Our out-of-district placements have not increased as of this time.
Much of our speciai education programming is dependent on our paraprofessionai
staff. Last Spring, 5 classroom and 1 :1 aides completed an extensive semester course
offered by the N.H. College of Lifeiong Learning and became certified as special
education aides with the N.H. Department of Education. This was a wonderful effort on
their part and enriches our services immensely.
After much effort, we have finally been successful in our application to Medicaid for
reimbursement to heip cover some of our expenses with our more involved and
complicated cases. We received S21.173.12 in Medicaid reimbursement monies that
were returned to the local towns. The rules and regulations in this program are
constantly changing and we are doing our best to keep up with them and to continue
to apply for those funds for which we qualify.
To keep up with the communication potential inherent with computers, the SAU Sped
Office is able to receive e-mail and our on-line address is sau63@top.monad.net.
Conrad B. Dumas, Director of Special Education
Equal Opportunity Employer - Equal Educational Opponunties
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TITLE I REPORT
Our Title 1 Student-Teacher ratio averages 35:1. There are eight schools participating in Title I in
the SAU. There are nine Title I tutors/teachers, a director, and a secretary- .
Our Title I goal is to encourage identified Title I students to become successful and independent
learners through a student need-driven and supplemental instructional program. Our Title I
Program's flexibility in program design, teaching approach, and use of resource materials,
continues to promote equality of Title I student identification, selection and subsequent instruction.
Our Integrated Language Arts/Math Program does not discriminate, allowing any non special
education coded student in the SAU, grades R-8. testing below the 50th %ile, to receive
instructional services both in and out of the regular classroom. Title I Funds are: therefore, used to
maximize benefits for all students in need of supplemental services. Our method of reinforcing
basic skills (vocabulary, phonics, punctuation, capitalization, sight words, grammar, math
computation, etc.) through relative application in the advanced skills areas (ie.Reading
Comprehension. Written Expression. Math Problem Solving and Spelling) continues to contribute
to student growth. Study skills are not taught as a separate lesson but as an integral part of each
student's Title I instructional time. Study skills are reinforced "on-the-spot", reminding and
encouraging each student to engage these skills in their current and future work.
Title 1 student growth is measured/monitored through report card reviews. DAB-II Pre-Post testing
and consult with available local district assessments (ie: CAT. reading, math, first grade
screenings, etc.). Each Title 1 student keeps a portfolio of all work done in Title I. These
portfolios are essential 'to providing "before and after" portraits of Title 1 students daily areas in
need of Title I instructional attention.
In May 1996. Title I students in the third and sixth grade were administered the New Hampshire
State Assessment along with all other third and sixth grade students in the state. SAU 63's Title I
students exceeded the state-wide Title 1 average in performance scores in Language Arts / Reading.
Each Title 1 teacher, to correlate with district authentic assessment goals, has written tasks and
rubrics which will become part of the SAU Authentic Task Bank.
Title 1 Staff Development is on-going and provides each staff member the opportunity to share a
self-designed workshop topic twice a year. Such topics as math awareness, poetry, writing
guidelines. "Project Read", and cooperative learning were presented this year.
We have maintained our development of common instructional goals (bi-weekly) with each
classroom teacher for each Title 1 student. We use different, yet parallel, materials and techniques
to reinforce these common goals. Title I instruction remains integrated and thematic in approach.
Our Student Author's Night in May was, once again, a big success. Whole families turned out to
listen to readings and receive copies of books written by their Title I student authors.
We feel our SAU 63 Title I Program is flexible, positive, contemporary and has. therefore,
continued to successfully service children as individuals.
Submitted to: Francine Fullam. Superintendent
Submitted by: Linda Geary. Title 1 Director
Januarv 20. 1997
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School Administrative Unit No. 63
Voted 1997-1998 Budget
Budget: 1997-98
Office of the Superintendent 204,520





Occupational Therapists Services 64,206
Physical Therapists Services 39,462
Adult Basic Education Grant 6,060
Title I Grant 255,455
Miscellaneous Grants 18,380
Total Budget 1,237,977







of Unreserved Fund Balance: 169,000
Amount to be Shared by Districts: 706,421
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Voted at SAU Meeting-December 19, 1996
Apportionment to Districts per $100.00
District
Wilton
Eq. Val. Val. 94-95 Combined
1995 % Pupils %
























































Totals 456,848,937 100 2162.8 100 706,421
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LYNDEBOROUGH CENSUS REPORT - FALL 1996








Attending Private Schools Outside District
Attending Private Schools Within District





ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
LYNDEBOROUGH CENTRAL SCHOOL
1995-96
Medications: number administered 355
Vision tests 1 05
Hearing tests 105
Heights & weights 1 05
Physicals- grade 4 20
Scoliosis check Grades 5 & 6
Health classes - weekly Grades 1 - 6
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LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 995 to June 30, 1 996
Cash on hand, July 1 , 1 995 $41 ,250.96
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation 650,328. 1
2
Revenue from State Sources 21 ,288.63
Revenue from Federal Sources 8, 1 83.34
Received from Trust Funds 0.00
Received from all Other Sources 5, 1 08.04
Total Receipts $684,908.1
3
Total Available for Fiscal Year $726, 1 59.09
Less School Board Order Paid $701 ,382.02
Balance on hand, June 30, 1 996 $24,777.07
7/30/96 Bobbi A. Quinn, Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements,
and other financial records of the treasurer of the Lyndeborough School District,
Lyndeborough, New Hampshire of which the above is a true summary for the
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1 996, and find them correct in all aspects.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 996
EXPENDITURES 1 995-96
1000 INSTRUCTION
1 1 00 REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAMS $
112 TEACHER SALARIES 189,700.50
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 38,577.28
400 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT. 96.00







660 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 502.32
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 4,127.00
890 MISCELLANEOUS 135.00
1 1 20-1 22 SUBSTITUTE SALARIES 8,423.30
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 725.1
1
1 200 SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS











1 230 SPECIAL ED TESTING & THERAPY
330 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 784.00
331 AUDIOLOGICAL TESTING 0.00
335 EDUCATIONAL EVAL/CONSULTANT 4,31 8.50
1 290 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION
561 PUBLIC - IN STATE 0.00
569 PRIVATE - IN & OUT OF STATE 22,698.70
S20
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS





1201-114 SPED TEACHER AIDE SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
1202-114 SPED TUTOR SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
1 400 OTHER INSTRUC. PROGRAMS
1490-810 CAMP FEE 542.69
2120 GUIDANCE SERVICES
112 GUIDANCE SALARY 10,036.00




2134-113 NURSE'S SALARIES 10,443.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 881.20
330 ACADEMIC PHYSICALS 0.00




1 1 3 PSYCHOLOGIST SALARY 3,750.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 322.94
21 50 SPEECH SERVICES
320 SPEECH TECHNICIAN SERVICES 0.00
2191 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES
320 C.O.T.A. SERVICES 0.00
2193 PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES
320 PHYSICAL THERAPIST SERVICES 0.00
2200 SUPPORT SERVICES INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
221 IMPROVEMENT OF INST'L STAFF
270 COURSE REIMBURSEMENT 475.40
290 STAFF DEVELOPMENT 3,319.40












440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT
610 SUPPLIES
630 LIBRARY BOOKS
640 MAGAZINES & PERIODICALS
2223-610 AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES
741 ADDITONAL EQUIPMENT
2300 SUPPORT SERVICES - ADMINISTRATION
2310 SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
2310-370 CENSUS ENUMERATOR 161.48
380 SCHOOL BOARD 21 5.30
381 CLERK 103.83
382 TREASURER 542.09
383 SUPERVISOR & BALLOT CLERKS 75.00
384 MODERATOR 0.00
385 AUDITORS 215.30
390 LEGAL FEES 1 65.25





2320 OFFICE OF THE SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
351 SCHOOL ADM. UNIT EXPENSES 1 9,582.00
2330 SPED ADMINISTRATION














2490-890 ASSEMBLY EXPENSES 1 ,666.98
2500 SUPPORT SERVICES - BUSINESS
2540-1 1 5 CUSTODIAL SALARIES 11,11 7.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 1 ,009.1 8
2540-330 CONTRACTED SERVICE 0.00
431 TRASH REMOVAL 1,102.61
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241 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
2410-111 PRINCIPAL SALARY
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS











432 SNOW REMOVAL 2,067.50
440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT. 1 ,594.76
441 MAINTENANCE OF GROUNDS 0.00
442 BUILDING REPAIRS & MAINT. 8,405.43
520 BUILDING INSURANCE 2,292.00
610 CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES 1,929.49
652 OIL 1,829.04
653 ELECTRICITY 7,383.31
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 366.76
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 1,331.10
2550 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
2552-51 STUDENT TRANSPORTATION 52,950.00
2553-511 SPED TRANSP. PUBLIC IN-STATE 15,267.75
PRIVATE - IN & OUT OF STATE 1 4,976.00
2554-51 FIELD TRIP TRANSPORTATION 91 0.00
2600 SUPPORT SERVICES - MANAGERIAL
2620-270 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 566.50
2630-580 TRAVEL & CONFERENCES 0.00
4000 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ACQUISITION
4600-460 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 0.00
5100 DEBT SERVICES
830 PRINCIPAL OF DEBT 30,000.00
840 INTEREST ON DEBT 25,998.61
6510 FUND TRANSFERS
880 CAPITAL RESERVE 0.00
7000 REFUND OF EXPENDITURES
890 GRANTS/IN-AND-OUT 690.02
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HEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL BONO BANK 1S91 SERIES H REFUNDING ISSUE
REPLACES 1S88 SERIES A NON-GUARANTEED DEBT PAYMENT SCHEDULE
LYN0E30R0UGH SCHOOL OISTRICT
0E37 PERIOO PRINCIPAL
































































17 07/15/2005 65.000.00 20.000.00 2.541.25
01/15/2006 1.755.25
18 07/15/2006 45,000.00 15.000.00 1.765.25
01/15/2007 1.177.50
19 07/15/2007 30,000.00 15.000.00 1.177.50
01/15/2008 538.75




















































HZV HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL BONO BANK 1591 SERIES I STATE GUARANTEED REFUNDING ISSUE
REPLACES 1S88 SERIES B STATE GUARANTEED DE3T PAYMENT SCHEDULE
LYNDE30ROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
0E3T PERIOD PRINCIPAL LESS: -REBATE TOTAL FISCAL YEAR
YEAR ENDING OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL INTEREST 911 REFINANCE PAYHENT TOTAL PAYMENT
01/15/89 38.004.78 35.004.78 36.004.78
1 07/15/89 $165,000.00 S1Q.OOQ.00 5.780.00 15.780.00 -
01/15/90 5.437.50 5.437.50 21.217.50
2 07/15/90 155.000.00 10.000.00 5. 437. SO 15.437.50
01/15/91 5.095.00 5.095.00 20.532.50
3 07/15/91 145.000.00 10.000.00 5,095.00 15,095.00
Q1/1S/S2 4.732.50 4.752.50 19.847.50
4 07/15/52 125.000.00 10.000.00 4.752.50 316.30 14.436.20
01/15/93 4.410.00 228.58 4.181.42 18.617.82
5 07/15/53 125.000.00 10.000.00. 4.410.00 153.85 14.255.15
01/15/54 4.067.50 5.72 4.061.78 18.317.83
6 07/15/Si 115.000.00 10.000.00 4.057.50 10.21 14.057.29
01/15/55 3.725.00 17.69 3.707.31 17.754.60
7 07/15/55 105.000.00 10.000.00 3,725.00 3.15 13.721.85
01/15/98 3.382.50 3.24 3.379.25 17.101.11
9 07/1S/S6 95.000.00 10.000.00 3.332.50 8.58 13.373.32
01/15/57 3.040.00 0.57 3.035.33 15.413.25
9 07/15/S7 85.000.00 10.000.00 3.040.00 11.22 13.028.68
01/15/58 2.SS7.50 1.54 2.SS5.S6 15.724.54
10 07/15/58 75.000.00 10.000.00 2.SS7.50 8.SS 12.550.62
01/15/55 2.355.00 21.69 2.223.31 15.023.93
11 07/15/59 65.000.00 10. 000. 00 2.253.00 2.80 12.252.20
01/15/2000 2.007.30 7.82 1.555.53 14.351.88
12 07/15/2000 55.000.00 10.000.00 2.007.50 13.31 11.554.19
01/15/2001 1.635.00 21.62 1.623.38 13.627.57
13 07/15/2001 45.000.00 10.000.00 1.555.00 25.53 11.828.47
01/15/2002 1.257.50 2.50 1.255.00 12.323.47
14 07/15/ZOQZ 35.000.00 5.000.00. 1.257.50 10.88 6.286.52
01/15/2003 1.115.25 1.115.25 7,402.87
15 07/15/2003 30.000.00 5.000.00 1.116.25 6.116.25
01/13/2004 533.75 533.75 7.050.00
16 07/15/2004 25.000.00 5.000.00 533.75 5,533.75
01/15/2005 750.00 750.00 6.533V75
17 07/15/2005 20.000.00 5.000.00 750.00 5.750.00
01/15/2006 553.75 563.75 8.313.75
18 Q7/15/200S 15.000.00 5. 000. 00 553.75 5.553.75 .
01/15/2007 377.50 377.50 5.941.25
19 07/15/2007 10.000.00 5.000.00 377.50 5.377.50
01/15/2008 188.75 188.75 5. 588. 25
20 07/15/2008
TOTALS











Acct # 1996-97 1997-98 Over 96/97
1100 268,580 262.511 -6,069 Regular Education
1200 39,441 61,609 22,168 Special Education
1230 2,751 3,800 1,049 SPED Therapies
1290 27,100 28,000 900 SPED Tuition
1490 500 500 Camp Fee
2120 13,829 14,563 734 Guidance
2134 13,967 10,924 -3,043 Health
2149 4,436 4,380 -56 Psychologist
2150 5,776 5,776 Speech
2191 2,748 2,748 Occupational Therapy
2193 4,144 4,144 Physical Therapy
2210 5,000 5,000 Course/S.D.
2222 6,554 5,290 -1,264 Library Materials
2223 901 901 AV Materials
2310 12,910 12,860 -50 S.B. Services
2320/30 45,115 32,162 -12,953 SAU/SPED Administration
2410 75,836 72,936 -2,900 Ofc of Principal
2490 2,000 2,000 Graduation
2540 39,419 37,256 -2,163 Operation of Plant
2552 50,400 52,200 1,800 Regular Transportation
2553 45,400 36,958 -8,442 SPED Transportation
2554 1,000 1,000 Field Trip Transp.
2620 1,000 1,000 Curriculum Development
5100 53,901 51,803 -2,098 Principal & Interest
7000 1,970 1,970 Grants
Totals 712,010 712,291 281 0.04%
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LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-1100 REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1100 112 Teacher Salaries 189,700.50 191,213 200,734 191,287
211 Medical Insurance 16,374.12 20,126 17,770 9,036
212 Dental Insurance 1,015.82 1,150 1,100 1,355
213 Life & LTD Insurance 591.21 827 702 579
214 Workers' Comp. 1,658.99 1,659 1.786 1,489
222 Retirement 4.327.37 3,600 3,900 5,509
230 Social Security 14,421.92 14,628 15,355 14,633
260 Unemployment 187.85 884 912 651
Total 228,277.78 234,087 242,259 224,539
1100 320 Contracted Service (Reading) 0.00 225
440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 96.00 647 500 1,500
610 Desk Supplies 3,922.13 4,000 4,416 4,400
611 Paper Supplies 2,478.09 2,497 2,500 2,500
612 Tests 350.00 500 500 500
630 Textbooks 4,003.72 4,115 2,817 1,810
631 Workbooks 1,802.84 1,840 4,613 3,874
660 Computer Software 502.32 500 500 2,140
741 Additional Equipment 4,127.00 4,204 3,865 4,105
742 Replacement Equipment 0.00
890 Miscellaneous 135.00 225
Total 17,417.10 1 8,303 j 19,936 21,054
1110 122 Teacher Aide Salary 0.00 1 1 8,483
214 Workers' Comp. 0.00 1 1 67
230 Social Security 0.00 1 1 648
260 Unemployment 0.00 1 1 29
Total 0.00 4 4 9,227
1120 122 Substitute Salaries 8,423.30 4,900 5,800 7,000
214 Workers' Comp. 51.55 48 52 68
230 Social Security 665.65 413 444 536
260 Unemployment 7.91 25 20 30









1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-1100 REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1130 122 Homebound Tutor Salary 0.00 50 50 50
214 Workers' Comp. 0.00 4 1 1
230 Social Security 0.00 38 4 4
260 Unemployment 0.00 1 10 2
Total 0.00 93 65 57
REGULAR PROGRAM TOTALS 254,843.29 257,873 268,580 262,511
1-1200 SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1200 112 SPED Teacher Salaries 21,713.10 21,100 22,500 29.900
211 Medical Insurance 1,388.17 1,935 1,527 5.860
212 Dental Insurance 166.20 230 220 271
213 Life & LTD Insurance 96.53 109 111 111
214 Workers' Comp. 187.96 188 200 229
- 222 Retirement 531.98 492 547 861
230 Social Security 1,654.23 1,614 1,721 2,287
260 Unemployment 44.41 106 110 100
Total 25,762.58 25,774 26,936 39,619
1200 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 90.00 200 200 200
610 Desk Supplies 389.38 500 500 500
61 1 Paper Supplies 0.00 100 100 100
612 Tests 0.00 550 300 100
630 Textbooks 149.60 250 250 300
631 Workbooks 0.00 1.000 300 200
660 Computer Software 0.00 150
741 Additional Equipment 304.14 900 200
890 Miscellaneous 0.00 500 100
Total 933.12 4,000 1,750 1,750
1201 1 14 SPED Teacher Aide Salaries 19,424.91 31 ,422 7,656 16,758
214 Workers' Comp. 279.99 280 68 134
230 Social Security 1.486.08 2,404 585 1,281
260 Unemployment 51.08 111 40 58




LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
j
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-1200 SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1202 114 SPED Tutor Salaries 2.003.18 2,160 2.160 1.800
214 Workers' Comp. 18.69 19 19 14
222 Retirement 25.27 42 52 52
230 Social Security 139.46 165 165 137
260 Unemployment 3.45 10 10 6
Total 2,190.05 2,396 2,406 2.009
SPECIAL EDUCATION TOTALS 50,147.81 66,387 39,441 61,609
1-1230 SPED TESTING & THERAPY
1230 330 Psychological Testing 784.00 1,400 2,150 1,500
331 Audiological Testing 0.00 600 600 300
332 P.T. Evaluations 0.00
333 O.T. Evaluations 0.00
334 Psychological Therapy 0.00
335 Educational Evals/Consultant 4,318.50 8,100 1 2.000
336 Speech Evaluations 0.00
Total 5,102.50 10,100 2,751 3,800
SPED TESTING & THERAPY TOTAL 5,102.50 10,100 2,751 3,800
1-1290 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION
1290 561 Public - In State 0.00
562 Public - Out of State 0.00
569 Private - In & Out of State 22,698.70 6,200 27,100 28,000
Total 22,698.70 6,200 27,100 28.000
SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION TOTAI 22,698.70 6,200 27,100 28,000
1-1400 OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
i
1490 810 Camp Fee 542.69 493 500 500
Total 542.69 493 500 500




LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-2120 GUIDANCE SERVICES
t
2120 112 Guidance Counselor Salary 10,036.00 9,840 10,440 10,760
211 Medical Insurance 1,827.80 2,011 2,344
212 Dental Insurance 79.80 88 108
213 Life & LTD Insurance 39.35
214 Workers' Comp. 86.99 87 93 83
222 Retirement 243.93 309
230 Social Security 767.73 753 799 823
260 Unemployment 19.87 46 48 36
Total 13,101.47 10,726 13,479 14,463
2120 370 Testing 0.00 875 200
610 Supplies 106.49 150 150 100
612 Tests 0.00
Total 106.49 1,025 350 100
GUIDANCE SERVICES TOTAL 13,207.96 11,751 13,829 14,563
1-2130 HEALTH SERVICES
2134 113 Nurses Salary 10,443.00 12.054 12,110 9,396
212 Dental Insurance 0.00 99! 122
214 Workers' Comp. 74.34 75 107J 72
230 Social Security 798.95 922 926J 718
260 Unemployment 7.91 19 20j 31
Total 11,324.20 13,070 13,262 10,339
2134 330 Academic Physicals 0.00 240 220 220
440 Equipment Repairs Maintenance 44.50 40 50 50
610 Supplies 310.82 300 280 280
741 Additional Equipment 0.00 120
890 Miscellaneous 77.00 35 35 35
Total 432.32 615 705 585





LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-2149 ASSOCIATE PSYCHOLOGIST
2149 1 1 3 Psychologist Salary 3,750.00 3,750 3,750 3,750
214 Workers' Comp. 29.99 33 33 30
230 Social Security 286.86 287 287 287
260 Unemployment 6.09 16 16 13
Total 4,072.94 4,086 4,086 4.080
2149 580 Travel 0.00 50 50 50
610 Supplies 0.00 300 300 250
Total 0.00 350 350 300
ASSOCIATE PSYCHOLOGIST TOTAL 4,072.94 4,436 4,436 4,380
2150 SPEECH SERVICES
2150 320 Speech Technician Services 0.00 5,776
Total 0.00 5,776
2191 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES
2191 320 C.O.T.A. Services 0.00 2.748
Total 0.00 2.748
2193 PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES
2193 320 Physical Therapist Services I 0.00 4,144
Total 0.00 4,144
RELATED SERVICES TOTAL 0.00 12,668
1-2210 IMPROVEMENT OF INST'L STAFF
2210 270 Course Reimbursement 475.40 3,000 3,000 3,000
290 Staff Development 3,319.40 2,000 2,000 2,000
640 Professional Books/Subscriptions 0.00
Total 3,794.80 5,000 5,000 5,000




LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-2220 EDUCATION MEDIA SERVICES
2222 312 Library Consultant 4,633.02 4,633 4,752
i
3,600
214 Workers' Comp. 45.13 41 42 28
230 Social Security 354.48 354 364 275
260 Unemployment 8.32 21 21 12
Total ! 5,040.95 5,049 5,179 3,915
2222 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 0.00 100 100 100
610 Supplies 54.68 75 75 75
630 Library Books 716.57 1,000 1,000 1,000
640 Magazines & Periodicals 195.90 200 200 200
741 Additional Equipment
Total 967.15 1.375 1.375 1,375
2223 610 Audio Visual Supplies 574.97 600 600 600
741 Additional Equipment 0.00 301
742 Replacement Equipment 0.00 301
Total 574.97 600 901 901
EDUCATION MEDIA SERVICES TOTAL 6,583.07 7,024 7,455 6,191
1-2310 SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
2310 370 Census Enumerator 161.48 165 165 165
380 School Board Members 215.30 325 325 325
381 Clerk 103.83 55 55 105
382 Treasurer 542.09 540 650 650
383 Supervisor & Ballot Clerks 75.00 108 130 100
384 Moderator 0.00 11 11 11
385 Auditors 215.30 216 216 216
390 Legal Fees 165.25 5,500 5,500 5.500
521 S. B. Liability Insurance 0.00 2,088 2.088 2.088
532 Postage 94.49 110 120 100
610 Supplies 544.95 200 600 550
810 Dues 1,453.77 1,500 1.500 1,500
890 Miscellaneous 2,242.53 1.982 1,550 1,550
Total ! 5,813.99 12,800 12,910 12,860





LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-2320 OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
2320 351 School Adm. Unit Expenses 19,582.00 19,582 18,664 20,185
Total 19,582.00 19,582 18,664 20,185
1-2330 SPED ADMINISTRATION
2330 330 SPED Adm. Expenses 41,546.00 41,546 26,451 1 1 ,977
Total 41,546.00 41 ,546 26,451 1 1 ,977
GENERAL ADM. SERVICES TOTAL 61,128.00 61,128 45,115 32,162
1-2410 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
2410 111 Principal Salary 40,743.26 44,575 45,000 42,720
21 1 Medical Insurance 3,123.20 4,850 4,807
212 Dental Insurance 199.94 230 220 271
213 Life & LTD Insurance 120.33 181 147
214 Workers' Comp. 396.50 397 401 341
222 Retirement 990.02 1,039 1,094 1,230
230 Social Security 3,045.85 3,410 3,443 3,268
260 Unemployment 85.16 205 213 149
Total 48,704.26 49,856 55,402 52,933
2410 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 1,452.64 1,565 1,500 2,000
531 Telephone 1,253.64 1,150 1 ,400 1,400
532 Postage 512.74 400 550 435
550 Printing 114.00 400 1,500 1,273
580 Travel 0.00 500 500 500
610 Supplies 1,338.25 980 980 1,468
741 Additional Equipment 0.00 804
742 Replacement Equipment 0.00 100
810 Administrative Dues 18.97 375 375 375
890 Miscellaneous 210.34 150 150 150




LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1 997-98
1-2410 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
2411 115 Secretarial Salary 11,223.60 1 1 ,343 11,628 1 1 ,400
214 Workers' Comp. 99.98 100 103 91
230 Social Security 858.60 868 890 872
260 Unemployment 21.50 52 54 39
Total 12,203.68 12,363 12,675 12.402
2490 890 Assembly Expense 1,666.98 2,000 2.000 2.000
Total 1,666.98 2,000 2,000 2,000
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL TOTALS 67,475.50 69,839 77,836 74,936
1-2540 OPERATION & MAINT OF PLANT
2540 115 Custodial Salaries 11,117.00 11,500 1 1 ,000 10,000
214 Workers' Comp. 152.96 153 98 80
230 Social Security 823.77 1,161 842 765
260 Unemployment 32.45 78 82 35
Total 12,126.18 12,892 12,022 10.880
1-2540 OPERATION & MAINT OF PLANT
2540 431 Trash Removal 1,102.61 1,500 1,500 1,500
432 Snow Removal 2,067.50 2,000 1 1
440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 1,594.76 2,000 2,303 2,303
441 Maintenance of Grounds 0.00 500 990
442 Building Repairs & Maintenance 8,405.43 3,250 7,244 8.482
520 Building Insurance 2,292.00 2,500 2,500 2,300
610 Supplies 1,929.49 1,500 1,700 1,700
652 Oil 1,829.04 3,000 3,000 1,700
653 Electricity 7,383.31 7,200 7,200 7,400
741 Additional Equipment 366.76 300 399
742 Replacement Equipment 1,331.10 800 1,050
Total 28,302.00 24,050 27,397 26,376




LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1-2550 TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
2552 510 Student Transportation 52.950.00 52,950 50,400 52,200
Total 52,950.00 52,950 50,400 52,200
2553 51 1 SPED Trans. - Public in State 15,267.75 14,000 15,160 5,395
512 SPED Trans. - Public out of State 0.00 30.298
513 Private Trans. -In and Out of State 14,976.00 4,900 30.240 1,265
Total 30.243.75 18,900 45,400 36,958
2554 510 Field Trip Transportation 910.00 1,000 1,000 1,000
Total 910.00 1,000 1.000 1,000
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION TOTALS 84,103.75 72,850 96,800 90,158
1-2620 PLANNING, RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT & EVALUATION SVCS
2620 270 Curriculum Development 566.50 1,000 1,000 1,000
Total 566.50 1,000 1,000 1.000
PLANNING, ETC SERVICES TOTAL 566.50 1,000 1,000 1,000
1-2630 INFORMATION SERVICES
2630 580 Travel & Conferences 0.00
Total 0.00
INFORMATIONAL SERVICES TOTAL 0.00
1-4000 BLDG CONSTR. ACQUISITION
4600 460 Building Construction 0.00
Total 0.00




LYNDEBOROUGH SCHOOL EXPENDED BUDGETED BUDGETED PROPOSED
DISTRICT BUDGET 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
9-5100 DEBT SERVICES
5100 830 Principal on Debt 30,000.00 30,000 30,000 30.000
840 Interest on Debt 25.998.61 25,999 23,901 21,803
Total 55.998.61 55,999 53,901 51,803
DEBT SERVICES TOTAL 55,998.61 55,999 53,901 51,803
1-6510 FUND TRANSFERS
6510 880 Capital Reserve 0.00
Total 0.00
TOTAL FUND TRANSFERS 0.00
1-7000 REFUND OF EXPENDITURES
7000 890 Grants - In/Out 690.02 1.970 1.970 1,970
Total 690.02 1.970 1,970 1.970
REFUND OF EXPENDITURES TOTAL 690.02 1,970 1,970 1,970




LYNDEBOROUGH PROJECTED REVENUES 1997-1998
ACTUAL EST. EST.
REVENUE 95-96 96-97 97-98
1000 REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
1300 TUITION
1310 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION
1500 EARNINGS ON INVESTMENTS
1510 BANK INTEREST 904 500 900
1700 PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1719 OTHER
1900 OTHER REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
1920 TRUST FUNDS 40
1990 OTHER 2,570 100 2,000
TOTAL LOCAL REVENUE 3,474 640 2,900
3000 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
3100 UNRESTRICTED GRANTS-IN-AID
3110 FOUNDATION AID 9,191 13,197
3190 OTHER-ROAD TOLL 70
3200 RESTRICTED-GRANTS IN AID
3210 SCHOOL BUILDING AID 9,000 9,000 9,000
3240 CATASTROPHIC AID
3290 OTHER (Medicaid) 10,511
TOTAL STATE REVENUE 28,702 9,070 22,197
4000 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
4400 REST. GRANTS-IN-AID THRU STATE
4420 ECIA TITLE II 690 1,970 2,700
TOTAL FEDERAL REVENUE 690 1,970 2,700
5200 TRANSFERS FROM OTHER FUNDS
5230 FROM CAPITAL RESERVE FUND 0_
TOTAL TRANSFERS
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR FIFCTION OF OFFICFRS ON MARCH 11. 1997
To the Inhabitants of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School District in the
Towns of Wilton and Lyndeborough, in the County of Hillsborough, State of New .
Hampshire
,
qualified to vote in the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet on the Eleventh Day of
March 1 997 - Wilton voters at the Florence Rideout
Elementary School at 1 0:00 o'clock i n the forenoon and
Lyndeborough voters at Citizens' Hall at 1 0:00 o'clock
i n the forenoon.
To vote for District Officers:
1
.
To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
2. To choose three ( 3 ) Members of the School Board, by ballot, one ( 1 ) from the
Town of Wilton and one ( 1 ) from the Town of Lyndeborough for the ensuing three
( 3 ) years; and one ( 1 ) from the Town of Lyndeborough to serve an unexpired term
of two ( 2 ) years.
3. To choose one ( 1 ) Member of the Budget Committee, by ballot, from the Town of
Wilton, for the ensuing three ( 3 ) years.
4. To choose two ( 2 ) Auditors, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
Polls will open for balloting at 10:00 A.M. and will not close before 7:00 P.M.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID WILTON THIS DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1 997.
SCHOOL BOARD
A true copy attest
George Birner JL^I^-L^JJ-^P-Z. J^f£L-?-f£il£.
J*£EELff1f!Li SCHOOL BOARD
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING ON MARCH 7, 1997
To the inhabitants of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School District in the Towns of
Wilton and Lyndeborough, in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified
to vote upon Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative Junior-Senior High School i n said District on
Friday, March 7 , 1 997 at seven-thirty (7:30) o'clock i n the
afternoon to act upon the following:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town Meeting to be held at the
Florence Rideout Elementary School in Wilton and the Citizens' Hall in Lyndeborough at
1 0:00 o'clock in the forenoon on Tuesday, March 11,1 997.
5. To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
6. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the salaries of School District Officers and Agents, and for payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
7. To see i f the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand
dollars ($ 1 5,000) to purchase the necessary equipment to network the existing
hardware base of 5 1 computers i n the regular education program using a 1 Base T
Ethernet, or take any other action relating thereto. (Supported by the School
Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
8. Are you i n favor of authorizing School Administrative Unit # 6 3 ( 1 ) to transfer a
sum of money to Mascenic Regional School District for the purpose of acquiring a
tract of land with the building thereon on Route # 3 1 i n Mason now owned by Niemela
Brothers Partnership for educational administrative facilities; ( 2 ) to accept title to
the premises i n the name of School Administative Unit # 6 3 from Mascenic Regional
School District. (Supported by the School Board - Supported by the Budget Committee)
9. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
S44
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID WILTON THIS DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1 997
SCHOOL BOARD
A true copy attest





WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ELECTION RESULTS
MODERATOR:
One year term Richard D. Rockwood 54 write ins
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER:
















Wilton School District Clerk
S45
Wilton-Lyndeborough Coop. School Election Results - March 12, 1996
School Board Member-Vote for One/Three year term
Robert N. Howe 121
Sandra Logan 214
Moderator





Auditors/Vote for Two/One year term
Geraldine E. Fereshetian 250
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MINUTES
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING - MARCH 8, 1996
Moderator Richard D. Rockwood called the District Meeting to order at 7:30 p.m. by
reading the warrant as posted. He announced there was a question whether to hold the
meeting because of the weather, but he was of the opinion there were enough people present
to hold it and that over the years they had a relatively smaller turnout. With no objections, Mr.
Rockwood proceeded to inform those present, the rules of the meeting.
Article 5
School Board Member Robert Nields moved that reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees, or Officers chosen, be accepted as printed in the Annual School District Report,
seconded by Mr. Greene.
By voice vote, the motion carried.
Article 6
School Board Chairman George Birner moved that the District vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of two million six hundred thirty seven thousand four hundred eighty two
dollars (S2,637,482.00) for the support of schools, for the salaries of School District officers,
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District, Mr. Nields seconded the
motion.
The only questions raised and answers given related to: Building Rental/Acquisition;
the School Lunch Program revenues and classroom space which was only needed for
curriculum changes - not overcrowding.
By voice vote, Article 6 passed.
Article 7
School Board Member Diane Portnoy moved that the District vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fifty seven thousand seventeen dollars ($57,017) to fund the cost of
implementing a middle school reading program to include a full time reading teacher, an
instructional aide and curriculum materials for the middle school program, seconded by Mr.
Nields.
Sarah Holder asked for additional information on the program -and wondered if the
children were missing something or was something taken out of the classroom? Mrs. Portnoy
addressed the question. She began by explaining the money allotted for the full time teaching
person was $43,000 with $9,000 of that being benefits. In addition, they would have an
instructional aide who would receive the standard monetary rate. $5,000 would be for reading
textbooks, workbooks, etc.
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The Board, she said, was looking for approval to implement a full scale middle school
at the high school - it would be a school within a school. They needed to have a reading
program and the $34,000 represented a teacher with seven to ten years experience and a
masters degree in reading education. The program would give them the ability to separate, in
affect, the seventh and eighth grades from the senior high school. They would have a bell
system and their own schedule. They could, for example, have a combination of math and
science within a ninety minute period, rather than the standard fifty minute period. This
program would have its own core of four te achers for math, science, social studies and
English. They had chosen the reading program to compliment the existing English program
and would fill out the curriculum with another core subject. It was basically the "3 R-type of
approach" and would allow them to cover all six sections of the seventh and eighth grades.
Mrs. Portnoy further added the reading program was not remedial, it would benefit all
the students, and not just selective ones, in this grade level. It would be an academically
intensive program. It would help the average student and also give one-on-one help, if
needed. The intent was to provide a very academic sound background and allow the students
to be able to handle a more autonomous-type learning situation when they moved into ninth
grade. In addition to those benefits, it would give them the ability to institute a true middle
school program. The funding request would add approximately thirty five cents per thousand
to the Lyndeborough tax bill and forty three cents per thousand to the Wilton tax bill.
In answer to Hal Melcher's questions, School Board Member Sandra Logan advised the
Middle School Committee spent several years researching middle schools and their concepts.
One of the things they discovered was the schools that had very successful middle school
programs, had very strong reading programs. It was done as an enhancement to English and
not a question of remediation. Mrs. Portnoy added that this was a different kind of reading
than what the students had experienced in the elementary school. It was not strictly study
skills, but of learning, retraining, comprehending and retention capabilities.
Robert Mackintosh asked what were the long terms of the program? Mrs. Portnoy
replied the reading program would compliment the current needs of the staff. Several
proposals had been mentioned: Keep the three Boards, change one elementary school to a
middle school, and take another elementary school and run it grades one through four. "This
in no way precludes this from happening, if this is what the Town wants to do", she said. It had
very favorable short and long term benefits. Mrs. Portnoy responded to Edna Worcester's
question that 125 students wouid be going into the middle school.
In response to another question raised by Mrs. Holder, she advised that the current
middle school team would work primarily with the sixth grade team and to some extent the fifth
grades to both feeder schools, for continuity, so they would not be repeating some programs.
Lorraine Crosby asked when it was decided they were to have a middle school
program? WLC Principal Ernest Belanger explained that three or four years ago they became
involved in the New Hampshire League of Middle Schools and began to implement some
middle school concepts, such as an advisory program. They then began building a team that
taught four subject areas. They also used some high school teachers. A Transitional
Committee was developed two years ago. Part of the development for the middle school was
visiting schools in New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Maine. They recognized that the
middle schools had a reading program as well. Since they began talking about a middle
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school, they had brought in many of those concepts and were now looking to complete what
they started several years ago.
Mrs. Portnoy explained to Deborah Greeley that the reason for the reading teacher was
because they thought it an important program. The reason for the aide was they had six
sections for the seventh and eighth grades and only five faculty members. Something needed
to be done so that the students were not just sitting by idly. The instructional aide would assist
in homework centers and oversee enrichment programs. Mrs. Greeley asked if they needed
two more classroom spaces? Mr. Belanger replied that the instructional aide would be
replacing a study hall and the other space needed would be for the reading teacher. Over the
summer they were planning on modifying the in-school store room which would make good
instructional space.
Mr. Melcher thought there were many questions that needed to be asked about the
program and felt this was a poor time to do it. It was a program involved to fulfill some time
and place, rather than some educational need. He wanted to have some description of
educational needs and devices applied to those needs to make it necessary. Mrs. Logan
pointed out that perhaps Mr. Melcher had been in Concord when the matter had been
discussed many times. A lot of effort was made to publish several papers and many people
had been getting their questions answered. They had spoken to many parents advising them
of the junior high school and middle school programs as they had been put together so far.
There were very positive comments. The students were too big for elementary school and not
really ready for high school. There had been some strong arguments made for supporting a
reading program. She personally felt her children would have benefited from this and they
were honorary English students.
Superintendent Francine Fullam added that the youngsters were getting excellent
participation in the elementary school and the very early years they were learning to read. At
the middle school, youngsters were having to read to learn. If one looked at a middle school
textbook, they were written at a readable level which would surpass reading levels of eleven
years ago. Reading and writing were very much related and if they wanted youngsters to
become better writers, they had to become better readers. Mr. Nields stressed the importance
of social skills that would be gained.
Randy Greeley stated he liked Florence Rideout School very much, then asked why
weren't the students' needs met, why was there a lack of continuity between elementary and
high school, were they going to get a capable aide and why were they not using the resources
they now had? School Board Member Barry Greene explained what had convinced him about
the middle school program was that he liked the flexibility of it, liked the idea of treating the
students differently, liked the idea of possibly expanding in the future. If Lyndeborough was
faced with the same problem, they could possibly eliminate building an elementary school and
use the existing middle school program by expanding it with sixth, seventh and eighth grades.
He added that the idea did not come from the Board to the District, but came from the parents
and teachers to them with the request to see if they could do the job differently and how they
could make it better. There had been no negative comments from people discussing it with the
Board.
Richard Greeley asked if the current high school teachers, who would be teaching at
the middle school level, would take a cut in pay? Mrs. Portnoy explained they were only at the
talking stage, since they did not know if the reading program would pass that evening. What
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they were talking about was one period for four different teachers. Their plan for those
teachers who were no longer teaching the junior high, would be that they could offer more
academic rigorous courses in the senior high school level.
Debbie Degan pointed out she had not heard anything about the middle school
program that didn't sound positive. She asked the meeting to think about the sixth graders
perspective of going into a junior high. The middle school would offer an easier transition.
The ability to use your native tongue was most important, she said.
Mrs. Holder asked what they anticipated the class load to be and would they have
fewer to teach, fewer students per period? Mrs. Portnoy replied it was not going to reduce the
workload or necessarily reduce or increase the classroom size. It was going to insure that
every student in the seventh and eighth grades had the same set of teachers throughout the
day and have all the core subjects. This meant that instead of some of the students being
taught by senior high school teachers, they would all be taught by a teacher experienced and
trained to work with this age group.
Jennifer Howe asked if the School Board had thought of testing the eighth grade to see
if there was an increase in their comprehension? Mr. Birner said he believed there was some
mechanism in place to start to assess what was going on with the middle school program.
This was a complex program which took in many different aspects. Some of the problems they
noticed, had diminished over the past two years due partly because the core teachers met
every day and assessed their students and their needs.
Stuart Draper asked if the Board would be coming back to the District Meeting next
year seeking more space in the building? Mr. Greene responded "probably not". He did not
think the Board could sell the District on a new building because they wanted to put in
accelerated programs.
In answer to another question raised, Mr. Belanger commented that as youngsters go
up through the grades, they read more technical-type information. In the developmental
reading program they wanted to introduce and implement this type of reading. They would
develop outlining skills and have more content. They would also begin to read novels. This
would be an enhancement to what they were now doing.
Mr. Melcher apologized for coming to the meeting and not knowing what was going on
and said he would support this concept. Kathleen Lizotte also supported the middle school
program. Her reason was that her daughter, who had been doing poorly, had experienced this
concept for the past two years. Her teachers had kept track of her and not let her fall between
the cracks.
Mrs. Portnoy also briefly addressed block scheduling in response to a question from the
floor. Mrs. Logan explained to Don Holder's comments that they currently had some classes
that were very large by their standards and some of the free time would be utilized to divide
up those groups. For example, instead of an English class that would have thirty students,
they may have fifteen to eighteen, depending upon schedules. The School Board, as one of
their objectives, began analyzing the high school curriculum. Why the school offered what it
did, was it a requirement, was there still a need were questions they were asking as they went
through this assessment. The school also had teachers teaching beyond what their normal
contract called for. They had been very fortunate that people had done it very graciously. If
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they ask someone to teach more than what the contract called for now, they may not be in a
position to ask them to do it next year. Mrs. Portnoy added that as part of their curriculum
review, they would invite anyone to give them their opinions and input in certain areas they felt
the Board should give attention to.
Vote: By voice vote, the motion carried.
Cheryl Burns commended the School Board and Budget Committee for a great job.
Article 8
Mr. Greene moved that the District vote to authorize the Friends of the Wilton-
Lyndeborough Teens to erect on School District property a building to be used as a teen
center, the construction and use thereof to be on such terms and conditions as the School
Board shall determine, Mr. Nields seconded the motion.
Sheila Harwood ask what the liability was to the District, if they allowed the building on
school property? Mr. Greene advised that ultimately they were always responsible. The
reason for the article was that the Friends were pursuing federal grants and needed a place.
The Board had not agreed to anything. They did not know if the school's insurance carrier
would cover it or if they would have to get insurance and name the school as the insured. If it
was given back to the Town, its intended use would be for a community center. Mr. Greene
explained that no one, other than the District Meeting, could authorize the use of the land for
this purpose, in answer to Janet Johnson's question. If the building was not to the Board's
satisfaction, they would not lease the land, he added. All they were doing that evening was to
accept this building and let it be built on the school grounds. The Board had not accepted the
style, location, or size. He reiterated the Friends needed to have this authorization in place in
order to pursue grants.
Mr. Rockwood asked Otto Hansen to address the subject, as he had spent much time
on it. Mr. Hansen informed the meeting that the Friends of Wilton-Lyndeborough Teens were
looking to provide supervised unstructured time and a place for them. Many parents did not
like their teens loose, but there was no place to go. Their goals were to have computers, ping
pong tables, a small stage area, to name a few, for them. They would like to have a
supervisor to be paid for by grants. The Friends had looked around Town, but found
everything too expensive to buy. The thought then was to build a structure approximately
40'x50\ They had applied for grants, but did not receive any. Currently they were running a
coffee house downtown in the courtroom, with the Selectmen's permission with fifteen to
twenty five kids every week attending. They would also like to help the youngsters perform
community services.
Wilton Supervisor of the Checklist Cheryl Burns asked for a ballot vote. The Moderator
read again Article 8 and asked the Supervisors from Lyndeborough and Wilton to check in the
voters for the paper ballot vote.
Votes cast: 66 in favor, 16 against - the motion carried.
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Article 9
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Chairman George Birner advised that the School Board wanted to recognize and
congratulate the WLC Girls' Basketball Team for winning the Class S State Championship. He
also mentioned that two years ago the District voted to purchase technology equipment. An
update to that was the WLC now was connected to the Internet and also had its own Web
Page and he would give the address to anyone who wanted it.
Mr. Greene moved to adjourn the meeting at 9:00 p.m., seconded by Mr. Nields. Vote:
Unanimous.
ATTEST:
Sharon L. Frydlo Barbara J. Brown
Recording Clerk Appointed Clerk
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT
The 1996 school year began with 315 students with grade
enrollments as follows: grade seven - 57; grade eight - 54; grade
nine - 52; grade ten - 49; grade eleven - 54; grade twelve - 49.
At the annual school district meeting in March 1 996, district
voters approved an appropriation of $2,637,482 which included a
warrant article of $57,017 to hire a reading teacher and to
purchase materials for a new middle school program. Mr. George
Birner was elected chairperson and Diane Portnoy was elected
vice-chairperson of the school board. Mrs. Sharon Frydlo was
appointed school board clerk, Mr. Lawrence Brown was appointed
treasurer, and Mr. Robert Landry was elected by the student body as
student representative to the school board.
WLC received a School-to-Work grant in the amount of $9,682 to
develop a plan to make students more aware of career choices and
to enable the school to better prepare them for the world of work.
Goals for the first year include: becoming a member of the
Southern NH School-to-Careers Partnership; raising the awareness
of faculty and community of School-to-Work as an educational
reform strategy; and beginning to build a School-to-Work
partnership with local businesses and industry.
A new attendance policy was initiated with the beginning of the
96-97 school year. The purpose of this policy, which limited the
number of student absences during a term, was to improve the
student attendance rate. Judging from attendance records for the
first grading quarter, the policy seemed to have made students
more attentive to the importance of being in school.
Aided by the warrant article, the middle school initiative came
to full fruition during the new academic year. Along with the
addition of a reading program for all students, an activity period
was instituted which enabled students to have exposure to
subjects such as: keyboarding; computer operations; beginning
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conversational French; beginning conversational Spanish; and a
number of other enrichment opportunities. During the school year,
students in the middle school became independent from the high
school by following a schedule which was unique to them; this
included a study skills period, a middle school lunch period, and a
block schedule which allowed for flexibility in the length of their
classes.
In September, WLC was notified that Shana Davis, grade 12, was
recognized as a commended student by the National Merit
Scholarship Program. Shana placed among the top five percent of
more than a million students who took the Preliminary
SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.
The WLC faculty began the first year of a two year New England
Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) self-study, which
will lead to an on-site visit in October of 1 998. This process is
part of the school reaccreditation process which takes place every
ten years.
The School Improvement Program (SIP) continued with a steering
committee comprised of school board members, parents, faculty
members, and administrators, who met on a bi-weekly basis. Their
work included the development of a vision and mission statement
approved by the faculty and the school board to be used in the
NEASC self-study.
WLC's graduation was held on June 1 2 and Mrs. Sandra Logan,




School Administrative Unit No. 63
Voted 1997-1998 Budget
Budget: 1997-98
Office of the Superintendent 204,520





Occupational Therapists Services 64,206
Physical Therapists Services 39,462
Adult Basic Education Grant 6,060
Title I Grant 255,455
Miscellaneous Grants 18,380
Total Budget 1,237,977







of Unreserved Fund Balance: 169,000
Amount to be Shared by Districts: 706,421
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Voted at SAU Meeting-December 19, 1996
Apportionment to Districts per S1 00.00
District
Wilton
Eq. Val. Val. 94-95 Combined
1995 % Pupils %
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WLC SUPPORT STAFF - 1996/97
LAST NAME FIRST NAME HRLY SALARY POSITION
BYAM AMY 9.50 SPED - AIDE/CNA/WLC
CHILD MARTHA 7.00 SPED - AIDE/WLC
DUGGAN ELIZABETH 12.10 SECRETARY
FLEURY DARREN 7.00 AIDE - MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDY SKILL
FLYNN MICHAEL 10.73 CUSTODIAN
GALLETTA E. JOYCE 10.99 SECRETARY
HARWOOD SHEILA 7.50 SPED - AIDE/WLC
HASU SCOTT 7.52 CUSTODIAN
KORPI STEPHAN 14.94 CUSTODIAN
LADD GAIL 15.00 TUTOR
LAVESPERE PHYLLIS 7.00 IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION MONITOR
PENTLER LYNNE 7.50 SPED - AIDE/WLC 1.1
ROY BARRY 33049.00 CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGIST
THOMPSON JULIE 10.99 SECRETARY
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* Top Ten
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
FOOD SERVICE FUND
Audited statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1 996. Fund balances cover lunch programs at Wilton-Lyndeborough




Federal Lunch Reimbursement 29,690
Federal Milk Reimbursement 1 20




Lunch & Milk Sales 61,681
A la Carte Sales 1 5,246
Miscellaneous
Other 2920




Labor & Benefits 51,813
Expendable Supplies 3,286
Repairs & Maintenance 1 ,388
Utilities and Custodial 656
Equipment 1 ,672
Other 6,938
Total Expenditures $1 21 ,537
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures $1,985
Fund Balance - July 1 , 1 995 $9,322
Fund Balance - June 30, 1996 $ 1 1 ,307
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Federal Projects Fund
Audited Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in





Excess (Deficiency) of Revenue
Over (Under) Expenditures $0
Fund Balance - July 1 , 1 995 $0
Fund Balance - June 30, 1 996 $0
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE JUNIOR/SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
ANNUAL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
1995-96
NURSING ACTIVITIES/STUDENT CONTACTS:





playground, gym, classroom, etc.


























WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 995 to June 30, 1 996




Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received from Trust Funds
Received from all Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Order Paid










7/9/96 Lawrence A. Brown, Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements,
and other financial records of the treasurer of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative
School District, Wilton, New Hampshire of which the above is a true summary for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1 996, and find them correct in all aspects.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 996
EXPENDITURES 1995-1996
1000 INSTRUCTION
1100 REGULAR EDUCATION $
112 TEACHER SALARIES 874,130.46
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 1 77,331 .88
440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT. 7,067.69
452 LEASE OF EQUIPMENT 22,633.92






660 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 6,071 .72
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 1 0,850.34
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 6,785.57
890 MISC. - MUSIC INSTRUMENTS 665.00
1 1 20-1 22 SUBSTITUTE TEACHER SALARIES 30,647.38
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 2,540.78
1 1 30-1 22 HOMEBOUND/ESL TUTOR SALARIES 1 05.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 0.00
1200 SPECIAL EDUCATION
112 SPED TEACHER SALARIES
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS























1 202-1 1 5 SPED TUTORS SALARIES 3,575.1
220 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 349.77
1 230 SPECIAL ED TESTING & THERAPY
330 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 4,034.00
331 AUDIOLOGICAL TESTING 103.00
334 PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY 39,230.77
335 EDUCATION EVAL/CONSULTANT 6,059.91
1 290 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION
561 PUBLIC - IN STATE 0.00
562 PUBLIC - OUT OF STATE 0.00
569 PRIVATE - IN & OUT OF STATE 1 65,81 2.57














810 DUES & FEES
890 MISCELLANEOUS - AWARDS
1490-310 DRIVER EDUCATION (in/out)






























660 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 0.00
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 485.30
810 DUES 307.00
21 21-115 GUIDANCE SECRETARY SALARY 5,895.1
9
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 455.30
2130 HEALTH SERVICES
2134-113 NURSES SALARIES 28,273.00
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 6,847.64
330 ACADEMIC PHYSICALS 338.50
532 POSTAGE 60.00
610 SUPPLIES 750.21
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 0.00
21 50 SPEECH SERVICES
320 SPEECH TECH SERVICES 0.00
2191 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES
320 C.O.T.A. SERVICES 0.00
21 93 PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES
320 PHYSICAL THERAPIST SERVICES 0.00
2200 SUPPORT SERVICES INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
221 IMPROVEMENT OF INST'L STAFF
270 COURSE REIMBURSEMENT 4,984.26
290 STAFF DEVELOPMENT 3,430.58
640 PROFESSIONAL BOOKS & SUBCR. 0.00











2223-531 TELEPHONE/INTERNET/ON LINE 0.00
6 1 AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES 1,711.00
810 DUES 15.00
2222-113 MEDIA GENERALIST SALARY
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT.








2300 SUPPORT SERVICES - ADMINISTRATION
2310 SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
380 SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS 377.26
381 CLERK 1,375.58
382 TREASURER 538.26
383 SUPERVISOR & BALLOT CLERKS 1 25.00
384 MODERATOR 10.00
385 AUDITORS 745.43
390 LEGAL FEES 3,575.89




890 MISCELLANEOUS - ADVERTISING 1 ,831 .69
2320 OFFICE OF THE SUPT. OF SCHOOLS
351 SCHOOL ADM. UNIT EXPENSES 55,073.00
2330 SPED ADMINISTRATION
330 SPED ADM. EXPENSES 50,1 50.00
2400 SUPPORT SERVICES - SCHOOL ADM
2410 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL












2490-890 GRADUATION/ASSEMBLIES 1 ,790.66
2500 SUPPORT SERVICES - BUSINESS
2540-1 1 7 CUSTODIAL SALARIES 59,228.73
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 1 5,488.53
431 TRASH REMOVAL 6,334.20
432 SNOW REMOVAL 800.00
S69
200 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS








2411-115 PRINCIPAL'S SECRETARIES SALARIES
200 BENEFITS
440 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINT. 2,932.49
441 MAINTENANCE OF GROUNDS 1 ,855.37
442 BUILDING REPAIRS & MAINT. 1 0,641 .39
443 BUILDING MAINTENANCE 28,095.98
520 BUILDING INSURANCE 8,172.00
580 CUSTODIAL TRAVEL 550.00
610 CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES 9,736.63
651 GAS 1,476.94
652 OIL 8,081.55
653 ELECTRICITY 41 ,890.90
654 HEATING CONVERSION 40,1 60.26
655 OUTDOOR LIGHTING 5,349.1
656 WATER 7,920.00
657 SEWER 9,660.00
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 1 36.94
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 17,016.75
2550 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
2553-511 SPEDTRANSP. PUBLIC IN-STATE 44,933.67
5 1 2 PUBLIC - OUT OF STATE 0.00
51
3
PRIVATE - IN & OUT OF STATE 42,029.39
2554-51 FIELD TRIP TRANSPORTATION 1 ,557.00
5 1
1
ACADEMIC COMPETITION TRANSP. 594.1
8
2555-510 ATHLETIC TRANSPORTATION 15,624.80
2559-51 9 VOCATIONAL ED. TRANSPORTATION 797.1
5
2600 SUPPORT SERVICES - MANAGERIAL
2620-270 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 2,476.51
2630 INFORMATION SERVICES
2639-580 TRAVEL & CONFERENCES 2,049.06
4000 ACQUISITION & CONSTRUCTION
4500-451 RENTAL OF LAND/BUILDINGS 0.00
4600-460 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 0.00
6000 FUND TRANSFERS
6500-880 SCHOOL LUNCH FEDERAL IN/OUT 0.00
6510-880 CAPITAL RESERVE 0.00
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7000 REFUND OF EXPENDITURES
890 GRANTS - IN/OUT 8,827.49
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WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1100 REGULAR EDUCATION
1100 112 Teacher Salaries 874,130.46 942,065 940,665
211 Medicallnsurance 76,686.49 89,156 104,048
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 3,156.44 4,200 3,900
213 Life Insurance 979.20 1,148 936
214 Worker's Compensation 7,705.61 8,767 7,525
222 Retirement 21,308.75 22,844 27,091
230 Social Security 66,143.85 72,243 71,961
260 Unemployment 1,351.54 3,953 2,021
Total 1,051,462.34 1,144,376 1,158,147
1100 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 7,067.69 9,322 9,322
452 Lease of Equipment 22,633.92
610 Desk Supplies 21741.09 30.210J 30,210
611 Paper Supplies 7,472.86) 9,423 9,423
612 Tests o.oo! 347
630 Textbooks 16,585.22i 25.040 25,040|
631 Workbooks 4,207.59! 4,616 4,616J
660 Computer Software 6,071 .72j 7,671 7,671
741 Additional Equipment 10,850.34) 11,671 11,671
J
742 Replacement Equipment 6,785.57j 19,448 23,552|
810 Dues 0.00 o!
890 Misc. (Music Instruments) 665.00 200J 200J
I





1110 112 Teacher Aide Salaries 0.00 10,710 10.953J
214 Worker's Compensation 0.00 95 87j
230 Social Security O.OOl 818 838J
260 Unemployment 0.00 7 22
1
Total 0.00 11,630 11,900|
1120 122 Substitute Teacher Salaries 30,647.38 20.230J 20.230J \
214 Worker's Compensation 178.66 180 161
230 Social Security 2,353.72 1,547 1.548J
260 Unemployment 8.40 25 45




WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1100 REGULAR EDUCATION
1130 122 Homebound/ESL Tutors Salaries 105.00 3,500 3,500
214 Worker's Compensation 0.00 31 28
230 Social Security 0.00 268 268
260 Unemployment 0.00 6 6
Total 105.00 3,805 3,802
REGULAR EDUCATION TOTALS 1,188,836.50 1,299,394 1,317,885
1200 SPECIAL EDUCATION
1200 112 Special Education Teacher Salaries 86,551.54 88,907 93,420
21 1 Medical Insurance 9,305.59 9,045 10,075
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 390.00 450 450
213 Life Insurance 27.20 123 72|
214 Worker's Compensation 916.30 791 747
J
222 Retirement 1,382.06 1,420 1,629
230 Social Security 6,573.53 6,801 7,147
260 Unemployment 109.58 300 201
Total 105,255.80 107,837 113,741
1200 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 259.00 400 400|
610 Desk Supplies 146.17 400 300i
611 Paper Supplies 121.94 300 300
1
612 Tests 417.56 600 600l
630 Textbooks 76.28 500 1,000
631 Workbooks 697.32 1,000 500
660 Computer Software 0.00 100
741 Additional Equipment 0.00 4,000 3,000
890 Miscellaneous 615.37
Total 2,333.64 7,200 6,200
1201 115 SPED Teacher Aide Salaries 30,910.26 34,749 42,102
214 Worker's Compensation 305.10 309 337
230 Social Security 2,169.41 2,658 3.220
260 Unemployment 32.54 90 100





WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1200 SPECIAL EDUCATION
1202 115 Special Education Tutors - Summer 3,575.10 3,780 10,491
214 Worker's Compensation 32.89 34 83
222 Retirement 31.15 302
230 Social Security 280.53 289 802
260 Unemployment 5.20 11 22
Total 3,924.87 4,114 1
1
,700
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM TOTALS 144,931.62 156,957 177,400
1230 SPED TESTING & THERAPY
1230 330 Psychological Testing 4,034.00 2,600 4,000
J
331 Audiological Testing 103.00 460 300
|
(332 P.T. Evaluations 0.00
333 O.T. Evaluations 0.00
1
334 Psychological Therapy 39,230.77 35,337 36,006)
j 335 Education Eval/Consultant 6,059.91 6,400 6.400J
1
336 Speech Evaluations 0.00
Total 49,427.68 44,797 46,706
SPED TESTING & THERAPY TOTAL 49,427.68 44,797 46,706
}
1290 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION
I
1290 561 Public - In State 0.00 ol
562 Public - Out of State 0.00 o|
569 Private In & Out of State 165,812.57 208,006 181,200)
Total 165,812.57 208,006 181,200
SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION TOTAL 165,812.57 208,006 181,200
1300 VOCATIONAL ED TUITION
1300 561 Vocational Education Tuition 1,576.60 5,500 5,500
Total 1,576.60 5,500 5,500




WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
1400 OTHER INSTR. PROGRAMS
1410 112 Co-Curricular - Athletic Salaries 25,754.00 27,134 28,370
214 Worker's Compensation 223.99 225 227
222 Retirement 210.82 632 817
230 Social Security 1 ,906.53 2,076 2,170
260 Unemployment 8.40 90
Total 28,103.74 30.067 31 ,674
1410 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 666.24 948 3,948
590 Purchased Services 9,486.00 11,611 13,611
610 Supplies 11,655.47 5,621 5,621
741 Additional Equipment 0.00
742 Replacement Equipment 0.00
810 Dues 1,515.00 1,295 1,295
890 Misc. • (Awards) 1,186.60 1,120 1,120
Total 24,509.31 20,595 25,595
1411 112 Co-Curricular Academic 8,425.00 8,640 8,640
214 Worker's Compensation 54.78 56 69
222 Retirement 202.79 201 249
230 Social Security 666.22 661 660
Total 9,348.79 9,558 9.618
1411 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 0.00
610 Supplies 840.65 1,595 1,595
741 Additional Equipment 0.00 274 274
742 Replacement Equipment 2,543.00 1,654 1,654
810 Dues 724.00 970 970
890 Misc. - (Awards) 374.48 624 624
Total 4,482.13 5,117 5,117
1490 310 Driver Education - In and Out 15.450.00 11,250 11,250
Total 15,450.00 11,250 11,250




WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
2100 SUPPORT SERVICES - PUPIL
2120 112 Guidance Salaries 46,162.86 48,840 58,393
211 Medical Insurance 1,449.91 1,100 6,971
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 300.00 150 300
213 Life Insurance 27.20 41 36
214 Worker's Compensation 601.31 434 467
222 Retirement 1,145.99 1,186 1,682
230 Social Security 3,559.22 3,736 4,467
260 Unemployment 116.98 322 125





2120 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 100.00 1001 100
532 Postage 440.00 440 1 440
610 Supplies 959.31 1,315] 1,800
612 Tests 7.43 580 I 700
630 Textbooks 221.75 236! 417
660 Computer Software 0.00 765
741 Additional Equipment 485.30 300 299
810 Dues 307.00 350| 391
I




2121 115 Guidance Secretary Salary 5,895.19 5,012] 5,012
214 Worker's Compensation 27.15 70 60
230 Social Security 419.75 383) 383
260 Unemployment 8.40 6 16
Total 6,350.49 5,471 5,471





WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed I






2134 112 Nurses Salaries 28,273.00 29,085 29,085}
211 Medical Insurance 3,574.35 3,823 4.440
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 150.00 150 150|
|
213 Life Insurance 40.80 41 36
i
214 Worker's "Compensation 241.88 259 232
1
222 Retirement 687.14 707 837J
230 Social Security 2,103.21 2,225 2.225J
260 Unemployment 50.26 136 64
I
Total 35,120.64 36,426 37,069J
|
I
2134 330 Academic Physicals 338.50 800 800J
440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 0.00 oi
532 Postage 60.00 60 60
1
610 Supplies 750.21 800 800l
630 Textbooks 0.00 113 0|
741 Additional Equipment 0.00 40 1,800
742 Replacement Equipment 0.00 650
810 Dues 0.00 90
Total 1,148.71 2,463 3.550






2150 320 Speech Technicians Services 0.00 9.937
Total 0.00 9,937
2191 OCCUP. THERAPY SERVICES







WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
RELATED SERVICES:
2193 PHYSICAL THERAPY SERV.
2193 320 Physical Therapist Services 0.00 2,092
Total 0.00 2,092
RELATED SERVICES TOTALS 0.00 18,811
2210 IMPROVEMENT OF INST'L STAFF
2210 270 Course Reimbursement 4,984.26 4,500 5,000
1
290 Staff Development 3,430.58 7,273 6,700
640 Professional Books/Subscriptions 200 200
Total 8,414.84 11.973 11,900
IMPROVEMENT OF INST'L TOTALS 8,414.84 11,973 11,900
2220 EDUC. MEDIA SERVICES
2222 112 Media Generalist Salary 39,903.79 41,111 41,111
211 Medical Insurance 4,755.75 5.163 5,489
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 150.00 150 150
213 Life Insurance 40.80 41 36
214 Worker's Compensation 343.43 366 328J
222 Retirement 974.85 999 1,184)
230 Social Security 2,998.90 3.144 3,145]
260 Unemployment 50.26 136 89
_L
Total 49,217.78 51,110 51,532
2222 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 1,293.26 650 650
453 Rental of Films 406.25 400 325
532 Postage 100.00! 100 100
610 Supplies 1.145.35J 1,050 1,050
630 Library Books 4, 565.26| 5,000 5,000
640 Magazines & Periodicals 1,314.50 1,316 1,341
660 Computer Software 3,488.69 3.500 3,500
741 Additional Equipment -0.00 50
742 Replacement Equipment 0.00|
810 Dues 20.00 30 30




WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1 997-98
2220 EDUC. MEDIA SERVICES
2223 531 Telephone/Internet/On Line 0.00 500 500
610 Audio Visual Supplies 1,711.00 600 815
630 Audio Visual Texts 0.00 300
660 Computer Software 0.00 500
810 Dues 15.00 30 15
Total 1,726.00 1,630 1,630
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERV. TOTAL 63,277.09 64,786 65,208
2310 SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
2310 380 School Board Members 377.26 540 540
381 Clerk 1,375.58 960 1,375
382 Treasurer 538.26 540 540
383 Supervisor & Ballot Clerks 125.00 200 200
384 Moderator 10.00 27 27
385 Auditors 745.43 510 750
390 Legal Fees 3,575.89 1,800 3,600
521 S. B. Liability Insurance 2,232.00 2,902 2,300
532 Postage 387.34 360 400
610 Supplies 1,228.48 520 1,230
810 Dues 2,332.92 2,315 2,335
890 Misc. - Advertising 1,831.69 2,605 1,850
Total 14,759.85 13,279 15,147
SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES TOTAL 14,759.85 13,279 15,147
2320 OFFICE OF THE SUPT.
2320 351 School Adm. Unit Expenses 55,073.00 57.521 58,313
Total 55,073.00 57,521 58,313




WILTON LYNDEBOROUGH Expended Voted Proposed
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
2330 SPED ADMINISTRATION
2330 330 SPED Adm. Expenses 50,150.00 52,437 43,841
Total 50,150.00 52,437 43,841
SPED ADMINISTRATION TOTAL 50,150.00 52,437 43,841
2400 SUPPORT SERVICES - ADM
2410 112 Principal's Salary 62,366.95 62,881 64,546
211 Medical Insurance 4,541.11 4,612 5.871
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 0.00 150 150
213 Life Insurance 40.80 41 36
214 Worker's Compensation 581 .87 559 516
222 Retirement 1,515.26 1,528 1,858
230 Social Security 4,703.57 4,810 4,937
260 Unemployment 116.98 322 137
Totai 73,866.54 74,903 78,051
2410 440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 3,100.21 3,438 5,410
531 Telephone 6,935.81 8,400 8,400
532 Postage 2,325.53 2,500 2,500
550 Printing 1 ,354.48 2,500 2,500
580 Travel 0.00 175 175
610 Supplies 1,268.20 2,000 2,000
660 Software 0.00 975 1.000
741 Additional Equipment 345.98 350 125
742 Replacement Equipment 1,565.88 1,650 440
810 Administrative Dues 1,265.00 2,089 2.089
890 Miscellaneous - NEASC Self-Study 0.00 4,120
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COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
2400 SUPPORT SERVICES - ADM
2411 112 Principal's Secretaries Salaries 42,330.88 44,541 44,564
211 Medical Insurance 2,117.50 2,200 2,200
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 300.00 300 300
213 Life Insurance 81.60 82 72
214 Worker's Compensation 398.66 396 356
222 Retirement 1,197.67 1,082 1,832
230 Social Security 3,378.01 3,407 3,409
260 Unemployment 74.06 209 96
Total 49,878.38 52,217 52,829
2490 890 Graduation /Assemblies 1,790.66 2,300 5,121
Total 1,790.66 2,300 5,121
SCHOOL ADM. EXPENSES TOTAL 143,696.67 153,497 164,760
2540 OPERATION MAINT. OF PLANT
2540 112 Custodian's Salaries 59,228.73 62,357 68,066!
211 Medical insurance 9,462.06 10,526 10,9781
212 Dental Expense Reimbursement 150.00 300 300
213 Life Insurance 81.60 82 72
214 Worker's Compensation 522.64 555 544
222 Retirement 790.70 1,515 1,277
230 Social Security 4,370.13 4,770 5,207
260 Unemployment 111.40 288 146
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COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
2540 OPERATION MAINT. OF PLANT
2540 431 Trash Removal 6,334.20 6,000 6,400
432 Snow Removal 800.00 900 900
440 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 2,932.49 3,500 3,500
441 Maintenance of Grounds 1,855.37 5,000 5,000
442 Building Repairs & Maintenance 10,641.39 41,725 45,168
443 Building Maintenance 28,095.98 16,550
520 Building Insurance 8,172.00 9,000 8,200
580 Custodial Travel 550.00 550 550
610 Custodial Supplies 9,736.63 8,500 9,000
651 Gas 1,476.94 1,400 1,500
652 Oil 8,081.55 10,000 10,000
653 Electricity 41,890.90 42,000 42,000
654 Heating Conversion 40,160.26
655 Outdoor Lighting 5,349.10 3,700 5,400
656 Water 7,920.00 9,660 7,920
657 Sewer 9,660.001 8,300 9,660
741 Additional Equipment 136.94J 8,810 8,800
742 Replacement Equipment 17,016.75 10,214 10,214
890 Miscellaneous/Cafeteria Equipment 0.00
Total 200,810.50 185,809 174,212
OPER. & MAINT OF PLANT TOTAL 275,527.76 266,202 260,802
2550 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
2553 511 SPED Trans. Public In State 44,933.67 42,360 34,473
512 Public Out of State 0.00 28,288
513 Private In & Out of State 42,029.39 72.203 30,109
Total 86,963.06 114,563 92,870
2554 510 Field Trip Transportation 1,557.00 1,700 2,533
511 Academic Competition Trans. 594.18 1,565 1,530
Total 2,151.18 3,265 4,063
2555 510 Athletic Transportation 15,624.80 12,100 19,000
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2550 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
2559 519 Vocational Education Transportation 797.15 750 800
Total 797.15 750 800
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION TOTAL 105,536.19 130,678 116,733
2620 PLANNING, RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT & EVALUATION SVCS
2620 270 Curriculum Development 2,476.51 4,050 4,050
Total 2,476.51 4,050 4,050
PLANNING, ETC. SERVICES TOTAL 2,476.51 4,050 4,050
2630 INFORMATION SERVICES
2639 580 Travel & Conferences 2,049.06 1,000 1,000
""*
Total 2,049.06 1,000 1,000
I
,
INFORMATIONAL SERVICES TOTAL 2,049.06 1,000 1,000
i
~j 4000 ACQUISITION & CONSTR.
4500 1 451 Rental of Land/Buildings 0.00
4600 460 Building Construction 0.00 4,280 2,000
Total 0.00 4,280 2,000
ACQ. & CONSTRUCTION SVCS TOTAL 0.00 4,280 2,000
6000 FUND TRANSFERS
6500 880 School Lunch Federal In/Out 0.00 36,000 36,000
6510 880 Capital Reserve 0.00
Total 0.00 36,000 36,000
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COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
7000 REFUND OF EXPENDITURES
7000 890 In & Out - Grants 8,827.49 3,300 3,300
Total 8,827.49 3,300 3,300
REFUND OF EXPENDITURES TOTAL 8,827.49 3,300 3,300
5100 DEBT SERVICES
5100 830 Principal on Debt 0.00
840 Interest on Debt 0.00
Total 0.00
DEBT SERVICES TOTAL 0.00
GRAND TOTAL AMOUNT REQUIRED TO 2,460,771.50 2,694,499 2,736,488














1 000 REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
1300 TUITION
1310 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION










TOTAL LOCAL REVENUE 13,549 6,000 5,100




3200 RESTRICTED-GRANTS IN AID









TOTAL STATE REVENUE 59,852 29,869 21,241
4000 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
4400 REST. GRANTS-IN-AID THRU STATE
4420 ECIA TITLE II
TOTAL FEDERAL REVENUE
5200 TRANSFERS FROM OTHER FUNDS




GRAND TOTAL RECEIPTS 82,228 39,169 29,641
S87













Fire ChiefEd Schmidt & wife Lucy
1955 - 1956 & 1963 - 1969
Fire Chief Stephen R. Sherman
1959 - 1961
The Fire Station was dedicated on October 30, 1948,
built on land donated by the Sherman Family.
1989 FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
Lyndeborough Central School
Fire Chief Zeke Harkleroad & Deputy Fire Chief Jim Preftakes
1995 FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
Babes in School Land Preschool
Fire Fighter Sherry Anderson & Deputy Fire Chief Jim Preftakes
TOWN OF LYNDEBOROUGH SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
Emergency 911 Selectmen Meetings
Ambulance 654-2222 Monday 7-9 p.m.
Building Inspector 673-9923 (By appointment Only)
Central School 654-9381
Fire Department 654-9318 Public Office Hours:
Highway Department 654-6621 Monday 8-12, 1-4, 7-9
Library 654-6790 Wednesday 9-2
Police Department 654-6535
Recycling Center 654-6150 TAX COLLECTOR & TOWN CLERK
Selectmen's Office 654-5955
Tax Collector 654-9653 Monday 8-12, 1-3, 5-8
Town Clerk 654-9653 Wednesday 8:30-2




WINTER HOURS: Sunday 9-2
Monday 12-5 & 6-8 Tuesday 7:30-5
Wednesday 10-8 Thursday 1-5*
Friday 1-4
SUMMER HOURS: *Open May 1st - September 30th 1-7
Monday 12-3 & 6-8 Monday, Wednesday & Friday Closed
Wednesday 1-8
Friday 1-4 (Permit stickers available thru Town Clerk)
(All Information Subject To Change)
